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On the cover... 
This is the 1857 Liberty Seated quarter with clash marks from the cent. 

The "Kissing Cousin" to the 1857 Snow-8 Flying Eagle cent with a clash from 
the quarter die . Ex: Bill Fivas, Larry Steve, Tom Fore. 

Special thanks to Heritage Auctions for printing this issue of Longacre's Ledger 
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The President's Letter
 
By Chris Pilliod
 

This is my 53rd President's letter. A few weeks ago you may 
have received an email from me soliciting some fresh material for 
the Ledger. I received a few emails asking me to bring my golf 
clubs to the FUN Show. But one response in particular I received 
did indeed catch my attention and I would like to share it with 
you as I do feel the Club "can make a difference" in this regard. 
The email was from member Heath MacAlpine , and is self-ex
planatory. It was received as follows on 15 October 2015 : 

Dear Chris, 
Thanks to you and all the other fo lks who work to keep the 

Fly-In Club going. I've been a member f or a number ofye ars and 
have always enjoyed the Ledger; it sclearly a work oflove by 
people who care deeply for their subject. 

! don't know ifthis is an article, or an idea, or a cause, but 
here ssomething that the group might want to consider. J at
tended the ANA show in Philadelph ia in 20 12 and, in addition 
to pursuing my numismatic interests, indulged in another hobby, 
visiting old cemeteries. I made a particular point oflooking fo r 
some numismatic p ersonalities, including Longacre. Ifound him 
at Woodlands Cemetery in Phil adelph ia. Photos ofhis monum ent 
are attached 

You 'll notice that the monum ent seems to have had some
thing embedded in it in the past that snow missing. I haven t done 
any research but) suspect it might have been a bronze medal
lion, perhaps a portrait ofLongacre. In many old cemeteries like 
Woodland bronze art like this have been lootedf or scrapping, 
despite their velY nominal metallic value. 

Do y ou think that the club, with the help ofthe cemetery, 
would be interested in crafting a rep lacement? Perhaps one of 
the current or former engrav ers ofthe mint would be willing to 
donate their talents to design it, the club could arrange for the 
striking (perhaps with additional copies available for sale to 
defr ay the costs), and maybe time it for the next ANA summer 
show in Philadelphia in 2018; it would make a grand ceremony. 
Something to think about. 

All my best, 

Heath MacAlpine 

All of this got me to thinking ... as President I would like to 
direct the club to take it upon ourselves to refurbish the tomb. 
Longacre was indeed a giant in the annals of US numismatics. 
Longacre was an American portraitist and engraver, and from 
1844 until his death on New Year' s Day 1869 he was the fourth 
Chie f Engraver of the United States Mint. Longacre is best 
known for designing the Indian Head cent , easily recognized by 
colle ctors as one of the most popular US numismatic issues in 
history. Had the Flying Eagle Cent enjoyed greater longevity, I 
am sure it too would be among st the most desired issues in US 
history as well. 

He was born James Barton 
Longacre in Delaware County, 
Pennsylvania in 1794. His 
parents were Sarah and Peter 
Longacre and his mother died 
when James was at a young 
age. After his father remarried, 
James could not tolerate his 
life at home any longer and left 
at the age of 12 to find work in 
nearby Philadelphia, accept
ing a position as an appren
tice with a book printer. His 
artistic talent developed and 
he was released to apprentice 

in an engraving firm. He struck out on his own in 1819, making 
a name providing illustrations for popular biographical books. 
He portrayed the leading men of his day; support from some of 
them, such as South Carolin a Senator John C. Calhoun, led to his 
appointment as chief engraver of the U.S . Mint after the death of 
Chri stian Gobrecht in 1844. 

Longacre ~ Grave Marker 
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Close-lip ofLongacre Grave Marker 

But the first major work that Longacre designed and en
graved was the Liberty Head gold dollar with the first issues be
ing minted in 1849. This design lasted until 1854 when it would 
be replaced by the sma1l1ndian Princess design , which was also 
designed by Longacre. This coin would also have a short lifetime 
and would last from 1854 until 1856 when it would again be 
replaced by the large Indian Princess design , also designed by 
Longacre thus, he would be the only designer and engra ver of the 
single dollar gold coins . 

Longacre also designed the two-cent piece, both the silver 
and nickel three-cent pieces, the Shield nickel , and several other 
coins of the mid-19th century. He enters the annals of United 
States numismatics with a very high level of respect for his ac
complishments. 

A more detailed plan for the refurbishment is as follows. 
Perhaps with the contacts I have made in working with the United 
States Mint in developing an alternative metal for coining , one of 
them could introduce a current engraver. This would get the ball 
rolling, and then proceed as follows as per below : 

1. 1believe the original commemorative plaque is too large to 
strike , or at least prohibitively expensive to make dies and strike. 
Production of dies for striking coins and medals only makes 
sense if thousands or millions of pieces are needed . 

2. As such, I would hope to enlist the services of a Mint artist/ 
engraver to design an appropriate portraiture at a nominal fee. If 
it is done in relief, like a coin, it could then be used to produce 
intaglio molds in wax. 

3. The wax models could then be used to produce molds in a 
refractory suitable for lost wax or investment casting. 

4. Some line of communication would be needed with the cem
etery for approval. 

5. The monies for the initiative would come from the members 
in the form of a donation or fundraiser. Any additional monies 
raised would go the Club treasury. In addition , the goal would be 
to produce addition al copies for sale to club members and other 
interested parties . 

Noticed I left out the donations until last. This is not a task 
that happens overnight, and I would expect a two-year time
frame on the project. 

And lastly, the Fly-In Club meeting will be held on Friday, 
January 8th, 2016 at the Tampa Convention Center in Tampa, 
Florida. The time will be 1:30 p.m. in a room to be determined. 
We will discuss this project. I hope to see you there! 
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The Tom and Jean Fore Collection
 
Heritage FUN 2016
 

By Richard Snow
 
At the 2009 World's Fair of Money, The all-time finest Flying 

Eagle cent collection was on display. It was called the "Leningrad 
Dutch " collection. To attendees, it.was a very memorable viewing. 

This collection was formed by Dr. Tom Fore from 2000 until his 
untim ely death in 2012. The coin were mostly purchased from Eagle 
Eye Rare Coins or using Eagle Eye as an agent at auction. 

Tom was only 55 when he passed away. In the years since his 
passin g, Eagle Eye acted as agent for his wife, Jean , appraising the 
collection and working on details to market for the family when the 
time was right. Recent ly, and suddenly, Jean passed away as well. 

The Trustee for the estate has chosen to consign the collection 
to Heritage Auctions and 1 have been asked by Heritage to serve as 

"Leningrad Dutch" a special consultant. I have no doubt that our collective cataloguing 
Collection expertise and marketin g strength will make for a wonderful series of 

auction sales. 
The collection is outstandin g as it contained multiple 1856 Fly

ing Eagle cents , as speci alty of Tom's. Notably, he collected them by 
die pairings! If one was good to own, he would like to have three, or Dr. Tom Fore 
four! Here is a listing of the main collections: 

Most complete set of 1856 Flying Eagle Cents by die variety 

Snow-I. The collection has not one, but three examples of this rare die pair. As there are only ten known , it is a full 
1/3 of known examples. PR64 PCGS, PR64 NGC, and a copper example: PR64 PCGS (1-181). 

Snow-2. A beautiful PR64CAM PCGS. 
Snow-3. A total of seven examples! PR66, MS65 , PR65 by PCGS and PR65 by NGC. The special PR66 Ex: Jerry 

Bobbe (see page 38 of the Attribution Guide, 3rd ed. for the background of this special piece) is also included . 
Also a YF and a damaged example that was Tom's pocket piece. 

Snow-4. Low Leafreverse: PR65 by PCGS. Also a nickel alloy example (1-1 83) 
Snow-5. PR66 by PCGS - tied for finest known. Also two copper examples (J- 181) PR64BN and YF cleaned. 
Snow-9. Two in PR65 PCGS. 

Outstanding set of Pattern early cents and Gem set of Flying Eagles in Proof 
Flying Eagle Patterns 

1857 PR65CAM and PR64CAM . PCGS 
1858 Large Letters PR66CAM PCGS 1850 J-124 PR65 PCGS 
1858 Small Letters (High Leaf reverse) PR65 PCGS 1850 J-124C PR65 PCGS 

1850 J-127 PR65 PCGS 
1853 J-149 , J-150, J-151 (P- l78) MS64 PCGS 
1854 J-159 PR64BN PCGS 
1854 J-160 PR66BN PCGS 
1854 J-l 64 PR64BN PCGS 
1855 J-167 PR65RB PCGS 
1855 J-168 (with silver) PR63RB 
1855 J-168 PR64RB PCGS 
1855 J-171aPR63 PCGS 
1855 J-l72 PR65BN NGC 
1855 J-173 PR65BN PCGS 
1856 J-184 PR65 PCGS 
1856 J-184 PR64 PCGS 
1856 J-l77 (1/2 cent) PR65 PCGS (1856) J-179 PR65BN PCGS 
(1856) J-179 PR65BN PCGS 
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Most complete set of 1857 die varieties 

1857 Snow- I MS66 PCGS Prooflike 
1857 Snow-2 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-2e MS63 PCGS 
1857 Snow-3 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-4 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-5 MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow-7 AU58 PCGS Finest known 
1857 Snow-8 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-8 and Quarter with cent clash, Ex Fivaz, 

Each MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow-9 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-l0 MS63 PCGS 
1857 Snow- l l MS63 PCGS 
1857 Snow- 12 MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow- I-t MS65 and two MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow-15 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow- 16 MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow-17 AU50 ANACS 
1857 Snow-18 MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow- 19 MS63 PCGS 
1857 Snow-20 MS65 PCGS 
1857 Snow-22 MS64 PCGS 
1857 Snow-23 Genuine PCGS 

Most complete set of 1858 LL die varieties 

1858/7 Snow-l MS64 PCGS,Well struck 
1858/7 Snow- I AU58 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-2 MS65 PCGS and MS62 NGC 
1858 LL Snow-3 MS-64 NGC 
1858 LL SnO\v-4 MS62 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-6 MS62 PCGS 
1858/7 Snow-7 MS63 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-8 MS63 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-9 MS63 ANACS 
1858 LL Snow- ll AU55 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow- 12 MS66 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-13 MS63 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-15 MS65 and MS64 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-16 MS64 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-17 MS64 PCGS 
1858 LL Snow-18 MS65 PCGS 

Most complete set of 1858 SL die varieties 

1858 SL Snow-I MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-3a MS63 ANACS 
1858 SL Snow-4 MS62 NGC 
1858 SL Snow-5 MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-6 MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-8 MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-9 MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-IO MS64 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow- I I MS62 PCGS 
1858 SL Snow-12 MS65 PCGS 

1856 Snow-S PR66 PCGS 

185 7 Snow-I MS66 PCGS 

1858 LL PR66CAM PCGS 

1856 Snow-I PR64 PCGS 
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1857 Snow-S Cent Clashed with Quarter and Quarter Clashed with Cent Both MS64 PCGS 

Most of the collection is scheduled for the Florida FUN auc
tion, although some wi ll be in later auctions. One of the special 
pieces is the "Fivaz set" of 1857 quarter and cent clashed dies. 
This set features Bill Fivaz's "Kissing Cousins" set, which he 
wrote about extensively in the 1980's when these were being first 
identified. 

The collection also contains other Flying Eagle sets, a mid
grade Gobrecht dollar, a set of Standing Liberty quarters . There 
are also numerous lower grade Flying Eagles. 

During the discovery of the 2004-D Wisconsin Extra Leaf 
quarters in 2005, Tom bought many ofeach grade. He believed 
that these were destined to become highly collectible, on par with 
the 1937-D 3-Leg Buffalo nickel. He also had one of the lowes t 
numbered Bob Ford labeled NGC MS67 3-piece sets. Unfortu
nate ly he did not live long enoug h to see these realize their full 
potential. 

Tom was a very astute collector and knew that quality is 
always the key to assembling a memorable collectio n. Earlier, 
prior to his passing, he had also built a first-class variety set of 
Indian cents, which included many of the top condi tion examples, 
including the 1888/7 Snow-l MS64 RB PCGS. This part of the 

1856 Snow-S MS65 rcos 

collection was sold by Eagle Eye about five years ago . The Flying 
Eagle part of the collection coins will certa inly excite the Fly-In 
community. Keep an eye out for the FUN show in January as well 
as later Heritage sales . While we were saddene d to see him go, I 
am sure his memory will live on with these sales. 

• Large inventory ofPremium Indian Head Cents including a 
nice selection ofcertified coins 

• Check our website for a listing ofavailable coins 
• Strongbuyer of Indian HeadandFlying Eagle Cents 
• Bob's Coinsisyour premier source forqualitycoins 

at the fairest prices around! 
Find usan - NGC . ' A • 94 -f)/'lo
Facebook pi)~~ ~ . _ i , ~/ l~~. W R.N.S. ~ 

560 Montgomery Pike • South Williamsport, PA 17702 • Inside Beiter's Home Center • (570) 279-2128 
BOB BEITER Email: bobscoinsonline@gmail.com • OPEN Monday thru Thursday 9AM to 5 PM PAULA BEITER 



Blue Toned Proofs
 
By Rick Snow
 

We call them "Blue-Toned Proofs," but in years past they 
were called "Iridescent Proofs." These are copper and bronze 
coins that have a deep chocolate brown patina with colors that are 
variously lavender blue, dark blue, purple, magenta and emerald. 
They are found on specific dates in the Indian and Lincoln Cent 
series, as well as some proof copper patterns from the 19th cen
tury from both the U.S. and foreign mints. 

The cause of this unusual toning is simply expl ained when 
you understand their source. Long-term storage in mint tissue or 
sulphur impregnated envelopes used in the 19th century caused 
these coins to tone wonderfully. Typically, proof coins were sold 
as singles wrapped in tissue and inserted into small envelopes. 
Minor sets were wrapped together and placed in a slightly larger 
envelope. Whole sets were wrapped together in single tissues and 
put in a letter-sized envelope. 

There are variations in the coins depending on how they 
were originally sold. Some Proofs have colors only on one side . 
These likely rested on another coin during its storage. Some have 
different colors on each side, like magenta on the obverse and 
lavender on the reverse. There are innumerable possibilities. For 
Indian and Lincoln cents, most of the toned Proofs are in the 
1878 - 1915 years. A few surface now and then from 1864 and 
1865, but mostly the dates in between are very difficult to find 
with iridescent toning. 

The reason that most dates of toned Proofs are dated 1878 
and later is because of a change in Mint policy in 1878. That 
year, they began to account for proofs as currency, adding their 
numbers to the total mintage for the year 's coinage. Because of 
this , any leftover coins at the end of the year had to be issued. 
Starting in 1878, mintages for minor proofs (cent, three cent and 
five cents) started to explode! Mintages were in the 2,000 - 3,000 
range. Dates like 1883, where three different five cent pieces were 
made, cent mintage was a record at 6,609. 

A few dealers of that time struck a deal with the mint in 
1878. They would buy the leftover minor sets for face value at 
the end of the year. These dealers included David Proskey, who 
was in business from 1873 until his death in 1929. A.M. Smith 
was another dealer who took advantage of this deal. He started 
in business in 1879 and died in 1915. Their combined hoards of 
cents were likely on the order of 3,000 to 7,000 pieces. Sounds 
like a lot, but that was onl y a $30 to $70 investment over 30 
years. Their hoards were held for many years . Smith retained 
most of his co ins and these were sold by M.H . Bolender in 1935 . 
Bolender was a dea ler in Orangeville, IL, who did mail order 
sales. Proskey's hoard was held until his death and was then sold 
to Wayte Raymond. 

These coins had been stored in mint tissue for between 20 
and 50 years. The nickel coins survived untoned, but the copper 
cents all acquired a deep brown patina with the wonderful irides
cent colorful toning. 

A young Abe Kosoff started coin dealing in the 1930's. In 
Abe Kosoff: Dean a/Numismatics, author Q. David Bowers re
lated a story about one of Kosoff's early transactions. 1n Kosolf's 
first week in business, he purchased a large amount of minor 
proofs from Joe Silverman who operated a shop at 1 East 29th 
St. in New York City . At the time, there as an overabundance of 
iridescent Proofs due to the selective leaking of portions of the 

various hoards . Kosoff bought Silverman's hoard for $1 ,000 and 
ran ads in Numismatic Scrapbook. He was overwhelmed with 
orders . 

Many collections that were being assembled at the time 
included iridescent Proofs rather than full red examples. Louis 
Eliasberg's collection is a great example of such a collection that 
survived until recent times . The dates that came from the Clapp 
collection (1892 to 1906) were not iridescent, while the earlier 
ones were. The reason for this is that the John H. Clapp collection 
was bought directly from the mint and were not stored in mint 
tissue for 40-odd years. Eliasberg purchased the entire Clapp col
lection in 1941 . The earlier dates likely came from the Pro skey
Smith hoards through Stack 's in the 1930's. 

The last collection to come to light that was added to from 
these hoards was the Northern Bay collection. It was offered un
certified by Stack's in 2006. I was one of the few people to actu
ally look at the collection and place bids. Many ofthe proof cents 
in that collection were wonderfully toned but were also coated 
with shellac at the time of their purchase in the 1930's, a common 
practice at the time. 
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These first-gene ration collec tions survived in various states 
of preserv ation. For the most part, storage was not too destructive 
to the coins and the importance of preserving the toning meant 
that they were not mishandled. When these collections came up 
for sale in later years, the ir idescent toned proof brought good 
premiums. For example, the April 1962 Stack's sale had a good 
collection of these coins. 

However, by the 1970 's, these coins had been mostly distrib
uted and very few hoards existed . In the intervening 50 years of 
activity since the 1930's made many of these coins become dull 
with only a hint of their former vibrancy. PVC flips caused oils 
and scum to leach out on to the coins, making them sticky and 
foul. For many of these coins, the end result was coins that were 
mostly brown with just a hint of color. 

There are many ways to remove surface debris. When these 
dull coins are lightly washed in soapy solutions, they come back 
to their orig ina l brilliance. Sometimes the difference is very 
surprising. Coins from the North ern Bay with the shellac were 
actually designed to be able to have the coating remov ed easi ly. 

There had been some confusi on in the past regarding these 
blue-toned proofs. If there was no apparent toning before wash
ing a coated coin and toning show s up after a wash, are you 
creating the toning or uncovering it? It depend s on the history of 
the coin. Say a coin was stored for 30-odd years in an envelope 
and acqu ired deep toning, then subsequently stored for another 
30-odd years in a PVC-laden auct ion flip from the 1970's until 
coated with PVC. It would likely look dull and solid brown. If 
the PVC were washed off, the beautiful toning from the envelope 
would be visible again. It was there all along , just not so visible. 

The toning is caused by thin-film interference. The various 
colors are what you see when a transparent layer is either sus
pended in air, like a soap bubble, or laid on a surface , like oil on 
water. The gap between the two surfaces of the transparent layer 
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Thin-film interference 

reflect back the light at different wavelengths . The interference 
pattern from these different wavelengths create various colors. 

The oils on your finger or any surface contaminant will 
disturb the thin-film interference pattern and the colors will 
be muted . To show how the colors can change I preformed an 
experiment in 20 10. I experimented with the 1900 proof cent 
pictured here. The coin was acquired with a PVC coating from 
long-term storage which muted the toning underneath. It hardly 

looked toned at all. When the coin was placed in acetone to 
remove the PVC, beautiful colors surfaced. It graded PR66BN 
at PCGS. Next, to prove a point to for this article , I removed it 
from the holder and applied an oil (Blue Ribbon Coin Preserver, 
also know as Coin Care) to the coin. I don 't reconunend doing 
this to proofs, as it may not grade with surface contaminants on 
the surface . The toning was again muted, althou gh it did not look 

Coin with PVC from 40 years storage 

PVC removed with acetone (PCGS PR-66BN) 

Blue Ribbon added 

Blue Ribbon removed with acetone 
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the same as when it had PVC on the surface. Next, I put the coin 
back in acetone and removed the oils on the surface. Once again 
the toning came back into view, although slightly different from 
before. The coin later graded PR66BN at PCGS. This experiment 
shows how surface contaminants can change the look of a coin. 

In the past, the grading services have not been consistent in 
their opinion of the iridescent proofs. It has been a learning curve 
for them too. Prior to the Eliasberg sale in 1996, they didn't think 
iridescent proofs were real and didn 't grade them. After seeing so 
many in that collecti on, they finally began to grade them consis
tently. After the many coins from collections like the Northern 
Bay collection, they started seeing more and more of them. 
Where were they all coming from? So, they started not grading 
them for a few years. Then collectors and dealers who knew that 
they were legitimate and original showed the graders that they 
in-fact were original. 

Today, ju st like in the 1940 's, these beautiful toned proofs are 
widely collected and accepted. Many collectors have attempted 
to assemble complete date sets of iridescent toned Proofs. Tough 
dates are 1866-1877 and some dates in the 1890's . The dates 
in the 1880's with the excep tion of 1888 and 1889 are the most 
common. The 1900's are not too conuno n. They seem to come 
on the market sporadically. When an old collection comes up 
for sale, you'll see a few for a while and then they will be gone. 
I tend to sell them very quickly in the $1,000 to $2,000 range . I 
think if prices moved up considerably, we would see more come 
back on the market. 

1880 PR·66BN PCGS 

1907 PR·65RB PCGS 

1904 PR·64BN PCGS 

1903 PR·66BN PCGS 1886 TYPE 1 PR67BN PCGS 
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"My Coin Stories" 
By Sam Lukes 

As a somewhat troubled youth at age eleven, I had a ferociou s tem
per which one particular day, I happened to fully display in front of some 
famil y friends who were visit ing my parents. The male guest, with my 
fath er 's permission, took me aside and sugg ested I get involved in so me 
kind of a hobby in order to direct my an ger toward s something more con
struc tive, At the tim e, my older sister coll ected stamps which I found to 
be quite boring (so rry p hilatel ists), but , fortuitously, she happened to have 
a copy ofB. Max Mehl 's, "The Star Rare Coin Encyclopedia" wh ich she 
had ordered for a doll ar. Upon perusing its co ntents from cover to co ver, I 
was totally mesmerized and numismatics immediately became my choice 
of hobby. I would never have dreamed, in the ensu ing decades that fol
lowed , my life 's vocation would bec ome that ofa professional numisma
tist. Even more importantl y, as I excitedly began to immerse my self into 
co llec ting coins, my turb ulent temper began to dissipate until it became a 
faded memory of the pas t. 

Because I was born and raised in Ca liforni a, I always enj oyed read
ing stories about the adventurous Wild West so it was only natural for me 
(initially) to direct my collecting interests towards Indian He ad nickels. 
A fter several years of go ing through my Dad 's po cket change , searching 
through innumerabl e bank rolls and acqu iring certa in dates from schoo l
mates, I was able to formulate a complete set of "Buffalo" nickels in VG
A U grades representing a ll three Mints. As you might guess, the "BIG 
T HREE," represented by the esoteric 19l 6-P Doubled Die Ob verse, the 
e lus ive 1918/7-D Over date and the extremely popular 1937-D Th ree legs 
variety, all eluded me . 

Collecting Indi an Head cents soon foll owed but I quickly realized 
they were far less ava ilable to acquire from c ircu la tion than the nick els. 
Ut ilizin g fund s I saved from my paper route, working summers at a fruit 
s tand along with my shoe-shine and lawn mo w ing endeavors, I began 
to purchase low to medium grade cents fro m a couple of dealers whose 
inv entory reposed mo stly in blue Whitman co in folders. One of the first 
items I purchased was an 1870 Indian cent in "EF-AU " for a sum of five 
dollars which was 'an enorm ous expenditure for me at the time. Th e coin 
was sealed in a dark plasti c flip so I reall y had to stra in my eye s to full y 
observe it. The ob verse appeared sharply struck as did the reverse except 
there was a larg e inde nta tion on the latter which I pointed out to the deale r. 
He quickly explained and convinced this novice kid that sai d anomaly 
would not affect the valu e of "this nice coin." Approximately a year later, 
I returned to sell the coin (now in a different holder) to the same dealer 
and he promptly pointed out the reverse flaw, offering me far less mon ey 
than I had previously paid . When I explained , in fact, that it was the very 
same coin he had touted as being "nice" a year before, he gruffi y sta ted 
the ho lde r wasn 't the type he used, an d that so me other deal er had stiffed 
me . I then pulled his orig inal flip out of my pocket, with h is handwriting 
on the insert, and he was quick to accuse me of having "switched" coins. I 
never frequented his co in shop again, and that negative inciden t painfully 
opened my young eyes , and taught me a lesson no amount of mon ey cou ld 
eve r buy! From that day for th, I became extraordinarily pick y when view
ing coins. To my fellow dealers whom I have don e business with over the 
many decades, now you know wh y I am so "part icular" wh en ob serving 
your wares. I s incere ly do apologize for any inconveniences that I may 
have caused any of you involving our tran sactions. 

As time elapsed, I liquidated most all of my circulated numismatic 
holdings from nearly eve ry United States ser ies . Utilizing the experience 
I had garnered from my earl ier collecting yea rs , I poured my profits into 
an ex tensive inventory which con sisted exclu sively of scarce/rare Mint 
State items, Proofs, err or coins/currency and became a fulltime profes
sional dealer. Th ere are ma ny exciting moments I continue to cherish 
in this wonderful hobby/industry. Besid es meeting so many wonderful 
people, collectors and dealers (most who have since become friends), at
tending major coin auctions and coin shows, even being inv ited to the 
home of one of the most prominent de alers in America, nevertheles s, the 
coins themse lves rem ain the star attractions. 

Since the Fly-In Club represents Fly ing Eagle and Ind ian Head cents, 
I would like to share with the readers, some of the highlights of my ongo
ing numism atic career which sp ecifically pertain to that popular series. I 
first laid eye s on a Flying Eag le cent at age 12 in a dealer 's coin shop in 
Fresno, Califomia. I was so excited , I begged my Mom to loan me the 
money to buy it. It was an 1858 Large Letters variety, graded as "VF-EF," 
and its color was a dark cho colate brown. Not onl y did I pay my Mom 
back in full , but I still have that j oyous little treasure (an old friend) to th is 
very day, and it is currently worth ten times more than what I had origi
nally paid! 

Years later, prior to the advent of third-party grading services, I suc
cessfu lly bid on an 1856 Flying Eagle cent from one of the "Apostrophe 
Sales," represented by a series ofauc tions whe re in four major firms would 
combine their inventory to be offered up in one annual sa le. The lot was 
des cr ibed as bein g original and g iven a grade of "BU." When the coin 
arrived , I co uldn ' t believe my eyes. Not only d id it appear to represent 
a much higher level of quality than mentioned in the ca talog, but it wa s 
also the rare Snow-I variety, exhib iting the repunched , slanting 5 in the 
date! Instead ofoffering it for sa le, I decided to retain it aw hile longer, and 
wh en PCGS (Professional Coin Grading Service) was founded in January 
of 1986, I subm itted it for authenti cation/grading. I was thrilled when it 
came back certified as MS-64 , and PCGS furthe r inform ed me that it was 
the highest graded 1856 Flying Eagle cent they had graded "thus far." On 
another memorable occasion, I acquired a very exc epti onal Snow-3 piece 
(considered by specialists to be one of the original 650 business strikes). 
It was like w ise certified as MS-64 by PCGS, and it was an early die strike 
which I offered to a longtime client whom I alerted that the coin appeared 
to be a prime candidate for an upgrade. I had priced it a t $5,000.00 above 
the then ret ail value whi ch , initi ally, he felt wa s " too high ." However, 
upon viewing the coin, he immediately bought it at my offered price. Sub
sequently, the sale had a happy end ing. He "cracked" the coin out of its 
holder, resubmitted it to PCGS, and it indeed received a higher grade... 
MS-65 !!! To date, though I have sold many other examples of the 1856 in 
Mint Stat e and Proof, that coin rem ain s the nicest M int State 1856 Flying 
Ea gle Snow- 3 I have ever acquired , and my client was elated for the finan
cial windfall it generated. Hopefully, the two co ins hav e been retained in 
the old holders as the major grading services no longer distinguish Mint 
State examples from Proofs on thei r inserts. 

I have known Q. David Bowers ever since he first resided in Califor
nia and was teamed up with Jam es Ruddy. I consider him a special friend 
who is a numi smatist extraord inaire and a matchless, prolific writer. One 
da y I rec ei ved a phone call from Dave who as ked if I would be interested 
in critiquing an extensiv e dr aft he had written for a new book he was au
thoring? I immediatel y affirmed I would and was qu ite hon ored Dave had 
sou ght out my humble expe rt ise among others as wel l. Soon, his massiv e 
draft of over 500 pages arrived and I carefully read it throughout. I made 
certain sugg estions to Dav e, advised him on a few controversial issues, 
and shared my personal op in ion s while contributing much information in 
referen ce to the ser ies he had und ertaken. As alw ays, Dave did a fantastic, 
wonderful job in w riting the book which wa s soo n released and entitled, 
"A Buyer 's and Enthusiast' s Gu ide to Flyin g Eagle and Indian Cents." 
Th ere is a sprinkling of info Dave utilized from my notes which appear s in 
the book , and he generously sent me an autographed copy which proudly 
reposes in my overflowing nu mismatic library. 

Herewith, I would like to interject a rather anecdota l incident regard
ing a transaction I did with Dave and Jim Ruddy, many years prior. Dave 
had wr itten an art ic le titled, "Scrutin ize Your Coins" in which he pointed 
out how one might di scover (by careful examination) a possible unde
tected error or variety because a certain coi n may not have been closely 
examined by its previous owner. It so happened before I read Dave 's 
article, that I had placed an order for a number of Indian cents from his 
firm's cata log . When the coins arr ived in the mail , my immediate thought 
was: "Should I dare put Dave 's suggestion to the test?" After all , the 
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coin s were from the hallowed inventory of Q. David Bowers. Throwing 
all caution to the wind , my curiosity soon got the better of me and T began 
to closely examine each of the coins. All of a sudden, fate smil ed down 
upon me. Examining what was supposed to have been a normal date 
1869, turned out, instead, to be an elusive Snow-3 variety which exhibited 
repunching on the last two digits . As, such, it was worth four times more 
than a normal date 1869 for its respective grade! Because T had always 
been treated honestly and equitably by Dave in all of our past business 
dealings, I made a decision to return the coin, much to the chagrin of 
other dealers with whom I had shared my discovery. They soundly labeled 
my extreme honesty as being sheer insanity ! Nev ertheless, as a token of 
friendship, I felt it would be a noble gesture on my part to return the coin, 
even though I would be passin g up a generous financial windfall. Ah, 
but there was also a sly/de vious method to my madness because returnin g 
the coin, would then enable me to enclose a note in the package, teasing 
Dave by reminding him to: "Scrutinize Your Coins." As the late, legend 
ary radio commentator Paul Harvey used to say, "A nd now, for the rest 
of the story." Two week s passed and [ unexpectedly received a package 
from Dave 's compan y. I had not orde red anything in the interim so I was 
a bit perplexed. Upon opening the package, there was a coin with a note 
attached that read, in part: "Because of your honesty, which was greatly 
appreciated, enclosed, please find a normal date 1869 cent that is two 
grades higher than the one you initially ordered from us." Wow, who said 
being honest doesn't payoff? 

Long before most collectors and dealers were aware of the 1873 
Snow-l Doubled Liberty, dubbed "The Little Chief' by our editor and 
longtime friend Rick Snow, I was fortunate to have successfully bid on 
one in a Bowers' auction sale. The co in was uncertified and its grade was 
described as "MS-60-63" (Lot # 1428 in the Ezra Cole Collection). My 
winnin g bid, including the then 10% buyer 's fee, totaled $825.00, and 
upon viewing it, [ felt the coin would easily grade MS-63 RB. After the 
inception ofNGC (Numi smati c Guaranty Corporation), I twice submitted 
the coin wherein it received a grade of MS-63 RB the second time around . 

The reason I had submitted the coin to 
NGC , was because PCGS had not yet 
recognized its status as a doubled die, 
and so they wouldn't attribute or verify 
it at the time. In 1995, a client of mine 
consigned a PCGS MS-64 RB exampl e 
to me which I felt was superior to the 
one shown on the cover of Rick's 1992 
"Flying Eagle & Indian Cents" book 
(also a PCGS MS-64 RB) . Upon sell
ing my client's coin, the new owner lat
er "cracked" it out and NGC upgraded 
it to MS-65 RB ! Subsequently, it was 
crossed over to PCGS where it received 
the same grade, and is currently tied 
with another coin for the highest nu
mericall y graded piece listed in their 
Population Report. A lone MS-64 RD 
example has been certified by PCGS as 
well. 

Hailed by Rick Snow as the "Bi g 
Chief," the 1888/7 Snow-l Overdat e 
has long been coveted by Indian cent 
collectors since a duo were first discov
ered in 1970 by James Ruddy. Jim and 
his then partner, Dave Bowers, actually 
did not divulge the discovery of the two 
Mint State "RB" examples for nearly 
a yea r so they could view every single 
1888 cent tbey came in contact with to 
see if any other examples might tum up. 
One of the disco very pieces was later 

offered in their J975 publication of the "Rare Coin Review" (No . 23) for 
$2,99 5.00. Both coins were promptly sold, one to a prominent collec
tor from Arkansas and the other to a currently active, popular Maryland 
deale r. Years later, a highly renown east coast firm offered me an example 
graded by ANACS in MS-62 RB. The coin was 85% red on the obverse 
and at least 90% red on the reverse. It was sharply struck and devoid of 
carbon , but, alas, it had a rather conspicuous gash near the center of Ms. 
Liberty 'S cheek which had kept it from attaining a higher grade. Sans 
that flaw, [ opined it was a sure candidate for an MS-63-64 RB grade. 
Sometime later, [ was informed the coin did achieve MS-64 RB status at 
PCGS. [ also encountered, what I still consider to be, the finest known 
example of an 1888/7 Snow-I that was once owned by a certain dealer 
who will remain anonymou s. The uncertifi ed coin , offered by the dealer 
as "Gem BU," was nicely struck, exhibited original, uniform red sur faces 
on both sides with no visible spotting. In my opinion, it displayed all of 
the criteria and characteristics representative of an MS-65 RD grade ! The 
price tag was $50,000.00. I had a buyer interested in the coin if I could 
negotiate a price reduction to $45.000.00 but the owne r stood firm. [as
serted that if he should decide to change his mind and lower his price, I 
would definitely be interested in purchasing it. He then assured me: "If! 
do, I will contact you first." Within six months, I [earned that he had sold 
the coin to someone else for $43,000.00. When I enquired why he hadn 't 
contacted me as promised, he sheepishly admitted that he had forgotten. I 
have tried, in the ensuing years, to track down that coin with no success . 
A rumor had persisted that the coin had been sold to Jim Halperin, co
founder of Heritage Auctions, so when I had the opportunity to query Jim 
at a Long Beach Expo show several year s ago, I asked him if he was the 
owner? Jim wryly smiled but quickl y repl ied: "No, I don 't own an 1888/7 
Indian cent," and that was that. 

In the early 1990s, a very prominent Kansas City, Missouri coin 
dealer, who once retained a multimillion dollar inventory of many of the 
world 's most rarest United States coins, confided in me that he was await
ing the return of his 1888/7 Snow-l cent from PCGS, and that it was the 

1888/7 rc 
peGS MS64RB # Ii,. 

Series: 13 Coin:!\ A 
2170. 64/657344J 

1888/7 Snow-I MS64RB PCGS (Ex: MS62RBANACSj 
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"nices t" he had "ever seen or owned." When he told me the coin was 
"full red on both sides," my heart nearly skipped a beat! Could this be 
the same coin I had missed out on years earlier? I told him to notify me 
when the coin arr ived back from PCGS as I had several clients who were 
legitimate, serious buyers. He, matter-of-factly, insured me that he would . 
Chalk up the experience to one of many mysterious events in the world of 
numi smatics. The dealer , who attended major coin shows and auctions, 
who avidly advertised his exten sive inventory for years in Coin World 
and other credible numismatic publications, promptl y dropped out of the 
hobby/indust ry and completely from sight with nary a reason or explana
tion! !! Unfortuna tely, I was unable to make contact with him thereafter, 
so I never found out the grade or status of the coin he had submitted to 
PCGS. An inquiry to a very credible contact I knew who was employed 
at PCGS, confided in me that no such coin of that descr iption had been 
received or graded by them dur ing that interval. Of note, the Kansas City 
dealers inventory spotlighted such esoteric rarities as the unique 1870
S Seated Liberty half dime, a 1913 Liberty Head nickel, and the finest 
known I927-D Saint-Gaudens $20 gold Double Eagle, etc. To own even 
a sing le repre sentat ive from such a glowing trio of rarities would have 
been earthshaking news in itself, but being able to offer all three coins for 
sale at onetime (along with myriad other extreme rarities), was absolutely 
mind-boggling! What happened to the elusive 1888/7 Snow- I he claimed 
he had submitted to PCGS ? Only he knows and the mystery still prevai ls. 

On a happi er note, at a Long Beach Coin Expo in 2008, I stopped at 
Rick Snow's table to say "He llo" and then asked if he might have access 
to a Mint State 1888/7 S- l? He told me there was a possib ility he had one 
lined up and prom ised to call me should it materialize. True to his word, 
Rick got back to me a few months later and offered me the coin, an MS-63 
BN (PCGS) which is the only one of that coloration listed in the present 
Population Report . The coin exhibited tinges of red on both sides and if it 

were in a "64" holder, I do not believe anyone would argue its numerical 
grade otherwise. On a given day, I felt it might even receive a "RB" des
ignation as the percentage of red is ampl e enough to compare with other 
Indian cents that have been designated that color. I immediately sold it to 
a co llector client for a record price, and he has since turned down a gener
ous offer in excess of six figures. The very latest PCGS Population Report 
for the 1888/7 Snow-I in Mint State, lists one exampl e in MS-6 3 BN, a 
single coin in MS-63 RB and the lone, highest graded piece in MS- 64 RE . 

In closing, I would like to reiterate Dave Bowers' classic, instructive 
advice, to: "Scrutinize Your Coins," which is directed towards all col
lectors and dealers (both novice and seasoned veterans alike). After all, 
who knows? Some fortunate individual could very well become the next 
discoverer of a previously unknown doubled die or a here-to-fore hidden, 
new var iety or error. In the meantime, be sure to enjoy your collecting 
endeavors, and always keep in mind that we are all merely stewards of 
those tiny metal disks that have been entrusted to us for our care and safe 
keeping, until they are handed down to anot her generation of collectors 
and dealers. 

SAM LUKES NUM ISMATICS 
730 North Fulgham Court 
Visalia, CA 93291 

PHONE: (559) 74 1-90 11 

E-MAIL: sam730@comcast.net 



1905 Gold Cent Sells for $105, 750 
By Richard Snow 

So, at the September, 2015 Long Beach show, I en tered the 
room wh ere Heritage is holding their auction and there were only 
about 4 people in the room. This is typical nowadays when everyone, 
even dea lers at the adj oining show, are bidding from the ir phones, 
iPads and computers . I like to attend in pe rson if I am at the show . 
Si tting front and center was a custo mer and good friend who likes 
" unique" items. He is inte nt on bidding on the 1905 gold Indian . I 
mention that I think it wi ll go higher than the $90,000 opening bid. 
He says "1 hope not. " As the lot approaches, he starts ge tting fidgety. 
The n lot # 3708 is called. "Here is a very important gold Ind ian cent" 
the auctio neer says. "I need $90 ,000 ." My friend holds his bidder 
car d up, slig htly shaking from the antic ipation. It seems like an ete r
nity. The auctioneer says "Anyone else? Goi ng once. Twice. SOLD!" 
It so ld for an incredibly cheap $105 ,750 when the buyer 's pre mium 
is added. 

I cong ratulate him on a great pick-up . He then relates the rece nt 
history of the coiri.He has a whole notebook on this coin . All 1can add 
is that it is great to have the right coin go ing to the right person. 

Th is coin is one of at mos t 6 kno wn Indian Head cents on go ld 
planc hets. Three are dated 1900, which Fred Weinberg explains were 
eac h too heavy to be struck on a $2 .50 p lanchet, maki ng them likely 
collector fancy pieces. The thre e others are this 1905 piece, a know n 
1906 piece, and a presentl y unlocated 1907 piece. Both the 1905 and 
1906 specimens have the proper weight for a $2.50 planchet, making 
them eac h a uniqu e and a true mint error, 

The 1906 is an AU58 piece that first appeared at auction in the 
American Numismatic Rarit ies 2004 Med io/Da Casa Gomez sa le 
(6/2004 :4097) where it brough t $ 102,350, although the cata log sum
mary listed it only as a " 1906 IC NGC AU58." In September 2009, it 
was offere d again, this time properly cataloged as a "1906 IC Indian 
cent, Struck in gold , AU5 8 (NGC)," se lling at the Stac k 's Americana 
sale, (9/2009:4299) for $276 ,000 - a record price for an Ind ian cent. 

The 1906 was purchased joint ly by Chicago -area Dealer/Collec
tor Nick Brown in conjunction with ano ther dealer. Error-coin spe
cialist Mi ke Byers was the underbidder. The following is the Stack 's 
1906 gol d cent descript ion : 

18.3 mm (horizontal) X 18.1 mm (vertical) . 1.1 mm to 1.2 mm 
thick. Plain Edge. Lovely olive gold fie lds join yellow gold lustre and 
coppery highlights in the protected areas. This specimen weighs 64.4 
grains and lvas probably struck on a quarter eagle planchet, which 
should weigh 64.5 grains. The physical size ofthe planchet is also 
very similar to that ofa quarter eagle (1 7. 78 mm), the slightly larger 
diameter ofthis specimen accountedfo r by the spread during strik
ing of the soft gold to fi ll the larger diameter collar (19.05 mm) ofan 
Indian cent. 

Th e present 1905 piece was unkn own to the numismatics com
munity prior to 20 10. This discovery piece was graded as MS 64 
PCGS, whic h is a subs tantially higher grade than its 1906 compan 
ion . It was firs t offered for sa le at the 20 I0 Heritage FUN auction 
( 1/20 10:2433), wi th this detailed description : 

Weight: 64.5 grains, the standard weight ofa quarter eagle. 
This example is slightly off-center toward 9 a 'clock, the tops of 
UNITED STATES offthe planchet. The strike is weak at the date, 
feather tips, RICA, the outer parts ofthe wreath, and the ribbon 
bow. The weakness seems counter to expectations ofthe soft gold, 
but the diameter is at least a full millimeter less than an Indian cent, 
mean ing that the metal flowed out and was insuffic ient to accept the 
design fro m the deepest recesses ofthe dies. Both sides have fu lly 
brilliant yellow surfaces with fros ty mint luster. A fell' faint hairlines 
on the cheek prevent a Gem grade assignment. This stunning gold 
Indian cent is one of the truly amazing error coins we have ever 
handled. 

The 1905 was purc hased by Mike Byers for $253,000, and Mike 
has exhib ited the co in for the past five years. In Ap ril of this year, 
Mike surprising ly placed his 1905 gold cen t in the Heritage CSNS 
2015 auctio n with the incredibly low rese rve of$ 115,000 ($ 135,125 
wi b.p.), even lowerin g the reserve to $105,000 ($12 3,375 w/ b.p.), 
but nobody seemed to notice. As fa r as we know, M ike then bought 
the coin back himself, offering it again on his website with an asking 
price of $400,000. Then, five months later, he reco nsigned it to the 
Long Be ach sale wi th an even lower $90,000 reserve ($105,750 w/ 
b.p.). This time, some body noticed. 

1 believe this represents a tremendous bargain . Although the 
past aucti ons showed a lowering of pr ices rea lized eac h time this 
coi n was offered , [ think at some point the value of the coin has to be 
more than j ust a "blood in the streets" sa le price. Whe n a dealer buys 
a coin like this fo r a quart er of a million do llars, he expec ts to make 
a profit on the coi n. Unfortunately, the holding time is an important 
factor in the sa le price. Considering that an Indian cent on a $2.50 
gold planchet is one of the top trophies for an Indian cent collector 
and this is the only MS example of a prop er-weight example (as the 
two 1900 exam ples are too heavy for $2.50 planchets) , the 1905 is a 
true show-stopper of a co in. 
. Now it is sitting in a collec tion where the new ow ner hopes to 

keep the co in for the long-haul. 
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Collecting ProofIndian Cents
 
By A. Ron Sirna
 

This article and the date-by-date analysis that follows were 
presented in Longacre s Ledger in 2002. It has been slightly ed
ited to bring it up-to-date. The basic information never goes out of 
date. 

Proof Indian Head cents represent a set of 19th century coins 
that can be collected with the possibility of completing a set of nice 
examples. The set consists of the regular issue dates from 1859 
through 1909, a total of 52 coins . There are only two varieties - the 
1886 Type 2 and the ultra-rare I864-L, and neither of these coins 
is required to complete the regular issue set. Although most of the 
dates have relatively small mintages, they are readily available in 
the market place. If you are a beginning collector, you can start a 
set with several of the more common dates (1879 - 1886 or 1898 
1909) in near gem condition (PR64RB), for under $300 per coin. 

If you have never collected proof coins, there are certain ba
sics that you should become familiar with. First, proof coins are 
made differently than regular issue mint coins issued for circula
tion. Each coin was struck on a polished planchet, and generally 
they were struck at a slower production rate with higher striking 
force with polished dies. Thus, the details of the coins are fully 
present, and the fields are fully mirrored. These coins represent 
the epitome of the engravers art - they look like what tbe engraver 
wanted the coins to look like. All of the details of the Indian Prin
cesses' feathers are present, all of the diamonds in the ribbon are 
complete, the details on the reverse wreath are there, including 
the fine details of the acorns and the veins of the leaves. When 
compared to the-average regular issue coins, proof Indian Head 
Cents are little works of art - they were intended for connoisseur 
collectors and sold to them by the Philadelphia Mint separate from 
the regular issue coins. Until the late 20th century, with rare excep
tions, virtually all proof coins were struck only by the Philadelphia 
mint. They could be purchased individually, but they were gener
ally purchased as part of a set of the minor proofcoins - I¢ through 
5¢ pieces. 

The second notable feature about proof Indian Head cents is 
that they have toned differently from regular issue cents. There are 
two separate metal compositions for the Indian Head cent proofs. 
From 1859 to 1864, the composition was copper-nickel, (88% CU, 
12% NI) which, when unto ned, is a silvery white color. Commenc
ing in 1864, the metal was changed to bronze, a composition of 
copper, tin and zinc (95% CU, 5% SN & ZN). From the mint these 
coins were often wrapped in tissue paper to protect them from han
dling marks and fingerprints - as they were not released into gen
eral circulation, this tissue paper caused them to acquire vibrant 
colors not seen on regular issue coins. On the bronze coins the 
colors range from mahogany cherry reds, to violets, indigo blues, 
greens, and even blushes of pink, yellow and gold. Very few of 
the mintages of Proof Indian Head cents have survived with their 
original untoned color intact. Further, the variations of untoned 
examples, when found, range from a mellow pink copper color, 
to golden yellows and cherry reds - these are the coins that the 
grading services label as "red," but often they are not red at all, but 
variations of the slightly different bronze alloys used by the mint 
during the 45-year production of the "copper" mintage of these 
coins. If you have access to the internet, I would suggest that you 

go to the WWW.INDIANHEADS.ORG web page and look at the 
wonderful variation of colors that Paul Houck has posted under 
the "toned" section of that website. Although the images are all 
mint state coins , you can see the variety of colors that make up 
the spectrum for Indian Head cents - many of the examples are 
"untoned" examples of the various colors of the bronze alloy that 
were used by the mint during the 45-year period that these coins 
were produced. 

The best way to familiarize yourself with the variety of colors 
of proof Indian Head cents is to go to a coin show and ask to see 
any Indian Head proofs in the dealer's case and look at lots of 
coins before buying anything. As most of these coins are now over 
100 years old, you will see coins ranging from a fully toned, dull 
brown coin to vibrant " reds" that can make your pulse race. 

There are additional characteristics that you will also need to 
familiarize yourself with if you are collecting proof Indian Head 
cents. Because of the highly mirrored surfaces, proof coins tend 
to accentuate any handling marks that have gotten onto the coins 
after they left the mint. Many proofs will exhibit hairlines from 
being "wiped" to remove dust or fingerprints from the coin. Spots, 
from flecks of dirt or fine droplets of water can form on the coins, 
and seriously impair the look (and value) of these coins. These 
defects are more manifest on proof coins than their regular is
sue counterparts. Finally, there are certain characteristics that ex
ist only on proofs and not on regular issue coins . Often you will 
see what are known as "lint marks" on proof coins. When proof 
coins are made, the dies were cleaned before the striking process. 
A mint is a manufacturing facility where large production presses 
are utilized in the coinage process - they require grease and oil to 
function properly and are dirty places . So for the proofproduction, 
the dies would be cleaned before the coins were struck - a cotton 
cloth would be used to wipe any residual dirt, oil or grease from 
the face of the dies , but small cotton fibers would often adhere to 
the face of the dies and then , when the first coins were struck after 
the dies had been wiped, the outline of the cotton fiber would be 
impressed right into the surface of the coin - a " lint mark." These 
minuscule cotton fibers would only last for one or two blows, and 
would disappear from subsequent striking, until the die face was 
again wiped and then they would again appear on random places 
on the surface of the struck coin. Lint marks are not generally con
sidered defects on proof coins , but they can affect the grade and 
value of the coin if they are so obvious or in a location where they 
affect the "eye appeal" of the coin. 

A second characteristic that can be seen on early 20th century 
proof Indian Head cents is what is known as "die striations" or 
"die lines." At first glance, some proof Indian Head cents made 
between 1903 and 1909 appear to have fine hairlines on either the 
obverse or reverse of the coin, and sometimes on both sides. Care
ful examination will reveal that these lines are fine parallel lines on 
the entire surface of the field and seem to actually run "under" the 
devices and lettering. In contrast, hairlines that occur after produc
tion of the coins are "broken up" by the lettering and devices - that 
is the hairlines can't usually run right to the very edge ofthe devic
es and lettering and then pick up again exactly at the opposite edge 
because the devices themselves create a "bridge" effect so that the 
"wipe effect" stops a little in front of the edge and then picks up a 
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little further past the opposite edge as it continues across the coin. 
Although "die striati ons" or "die lines" have a similar appearance 
to hairlines, they should not affect the grade or value of the coin 
but because of the similar look, coins with "die striations" or "die 
lines" are oftentimes mistaken ly given a lower grade by the grad
ing services because they are mistak en for hairlines. Two dates that 
often show these "die striat ions" or "die lines" are 1905 and 1907. 
When looking at these dates, remember to account for this mint 
made characteristic . Once you'v e seen it, and contrasted it with 
post production hairlines , you will be on your way to acquiring a 
level of expertise needed to accuratel y grade proof Indian Head 
Cents. 

In order to collect proofIndian Head cents, there are three es
sential ingredients, without which you will not be able to compl ete 
a nice set of these beaut iful coins: Knowledge, Grading and Value 
- with the last element being the easiest of the three if you have 
mastered the first of the two requirements. 

Knowledge: As part of your learning experience, buy books 
that provide information about Indian Head cents. There are sev
eral excellent books currently available tbat will provide you with 
a wealth of information on Indian Head cents. Two essential books 
are Rick Snow's "G uide Book of Flyin g Eagle and Indian Cents" 
and Rick Snow 's "Flying Eagle and Indian Cents Attribution 
Guide ," now in a 900-page 3rd Edition. 

Also, although I don 't think I need to convince this aud ience, 
you should become a member of the Fly-In Club . 

Second , you will need a working knowledge of the coins 
themselves. This can only be obtain ed by looking at lots of coins, 
ask ing questions, and making notes. Every reputable deale r that 
I have dealt with who sells Indian Head cents will be pleased to 
share his or her knowledge of this collec table series. A caveat: 
When at a coin show, if there are 10 people all waiting to look at 
the dealer 's coins, the dealer will be unable to answer a series of 
questions about the coins in general or a particular coin - wait to 
ask when there is time for a discussion - remember that the dealer 
at a coin show generally has substantial expenses to cover, please 
allow the dealer the opportunity to conduct his business - they will 
appreciate your court esy, But, by all means, look at the coins and 
ask questions - that is how your knowledge and expertise will be 
acquired. 

Grading: Learn how to grade coins. Unfortunately, you can
not rely only on the grading services or even the dealers who sell 
you your coins. They make mistakes, and if you don 't acquire your 
own working expertise of how to grade the coins of the series you 
want to collect, you will be at the mercy of the grading services or 
the seller of the coins and you will end up with their mistakes as 
part of your collect ion. Every collector that I know who has put 
together a great collection has made a concerted effort to learn 
how to grade the coins the he or she is collecting. In order to grade 
proof Indian Head cents, there are again three essen tial ingredi
ents: 1) Knowledge of the series that you have obtained; 2) Mag
nifyin g glass of the highest quality ; and 3) light. 

I' ve already discussed knowledge above - in case I haven't 
made my point clear. You cannot put together a great collection of 
any coin series unless you have a good working knowledge of that 
series. You can spend lots ofmone y, and you can buy lots of coins , 
but without that knowledge you won' t have a great collection. Be
sides, that's the joy of collecting - the knowledge that you acquire 

and can discuss with other collectors. 
A Magnifying Glass: Buy the best quality magnifying glass 

you can afford. If you are buying $5 coins, buy a cheap magni fy
ing glass - it won' t matter. But if you are buying $500 coins, then 
you' d better buy a really good magnifying glass. And if you' re 
spending thousands of dollars for your coins, buy the very best 
magn ifying glass - it will save you thousands of dollar s!! My two 
favorite magnifying glasses are both German made and excellent 
for coin collectors : A Zeiss 3/6/9 or an Eschenbach 3/6/9. What?!! 
Never heard of them? Well, let me explain. Both of these wonder
ful loupes have a large viewing area, and both have three differ
ent lens powers that can be used separately or together. (And no, 
I don't have stock in either company and no, I don't sell them). 
These magnifying glasses have two separate lens: a 3 power lens 
and a 6 power lens - each can be used separa te from the other, or 
they can be joined together to have a 9 power lens. So without 
changing loupes, you can use a low power to look for toning and 
hairlin es, then a medium powe r for minor defects and finally a 
high power for alterations and hidden defects. Note, I am told that 
the grading services use a medium power lens (5x) for grading 
the higher power lenses are used to check die charac terist ics and 
alterat ions - both for grade alterat ion or counterfe iting. 

Light: In order to properl y grade coins and to properly use a 
magnifyin g glass you must have a good light source, and you have 
to learn how to use the light source to grade coins. Have you ever 
been to a coin show and watched a dealer look at a coin, particu
larly those dealers who are known as "crack-out" experts? Before 
they even pick up their magnifying glass, they take the plastic slab 
hold it about 9-12 inches away and rotate the coin - left to right, 
up and down, side to side. Then they will put the coin under the 
ubiqui tous ligh t that they have at their table and do the same thing , 
and then they will pick up their magnifyin g glass and look at the 
coin under the light while again rotating the coin as they look. 
What they are doing is using two different light sources to look 
for defects in the coin (the "natural" ambient light in the room and 
an artificial light source). Light will reflect off of the marks and 
hairlines and they show up as the coin is rotated . Scratches, finger
print s, marks and alterations will show-up as different colorations 
and surface characteristics as the coin is rotated . The color of the 
coin will reflect back at the viewer. Light is essential to grade coins 
- in fact, without a good light source that is properly used, you 
cannot accura tely grade coins. Another fact that many are either 
unaware of or they ignore , is the fact that different kinds of light 
will make the coin look different. Have you ever bought a coin at 
a coin show and when you got home it looked different? The rea
son it looks different is because at home you are almost invariably 
looking at the coin either in natural daylight (if the room you' re in 
gets lots of sunlight and the lights are turned off) or incandescent 
light, which is the kind of lightbulb in most lamps. But at the show 
where you bought the coin, the light ing in the bourse was prob
ably fluorescent ambient light from the ceiling fixtures and there 
is a good chance that the dealer had a halogen light at his table (in 
addition to the 60 Watt incandescent light that is invariably over 
the showc ase). Different kinds of light make coins look different! 
You should learn what the various light sources do to the look of 
the coin - and they have differen t effects on different metals! Cop
per coins look quite different in different light sources. Fluorescent 
light makes them look ugly, halogen light gives them a brighter, 
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but slightly washed out look, incandescent light is a warmer" light 
source and brings out the "reds" more and natural light makes 
them look more "red-brown" than "red." So depending on your 
light source, your nice copper Indian Head cent will probably look 
different at home than it did when you bought it - unless you dupli
cate the light conditions! 

Value: Remember earlier that I said value was the easiest of the 
three essential ingredients needed to complete a nice set of proof 
Indian Head cents? It's true . Value is determined by three factors : 
Rarity, Grade and Demand. If you have acquired the knowledge 
regarding this series, then you should know which of the dates are 
the rarities. If you have learned how to accurately grade , you will 
be able to determine which coins are the nice examples. The de
mand factor is the collector interest in the series and the desirabil
ity of the coin. The most common coin is readily available, and 
if there are large quantities available, the demand is spread over 
a vast number of coins. As a collector, you don't have to spend 
an exorbitant amount of money for a common 1884 PR65RB In
dian Head cent because there are many examples available - you 
might pay a little extra for a nicely graded coin, as opposed to one 
that is dull, spotted and ugly, but the premium shouldn ' t break the 
bank. On the other hand, if you want the same coin in PR67RD, 
be prepared to pay a lot more money - it's scarcer, and the small 
quantity available results in a greater demand for the few examples 
that are in the market place . Also, the fewer there are , the more 
likely they won't be available for purchase at all. There is also 
a slight anomaly in proof coinage - sometimes a coin that is not 
particularly scarce as a proof has a substantial premium because 
the date is quite scarce in mint state. The 1877 and the 1872 are 
two dates that come to mind . Both of these coins are readily avail
able as proofs, about mid-range in terms of the rarest proof dates 
and the most common dates, but they command fairly substantial 
premiums because they are so scarce in mint state, particularly the 
proof 1877. With the help of Rick Snow, I have prepared a sepa
rate synopsis of the relative rarity of the various dates (part 2 of 
this article), including a discussion of not only condition rarity, but 
color rarity. Once you start acquiring the different dates, you will 
soon find out which dates are always available and which ones are 
very difficult to find. 

Finally, one of the things that is also essential to understand
ing value is that when you use price guides - whether the grey 
sheet, the blue sheet, the pink sheet , other published value guides, 
or even auction records of actual sales - you have to equate the 
price information with the coin that you are contemplating pur
chasing. If the grey sheet "bid" for a coin is say $500 in PR65RB 
and the coin that you are considering purchasing is a really nice ex
ample with great minors, wonderful colors and only the slightest 
of imperfections, and after having looked at many PR65RB's you 
reaction is: "Wow - this is the nicest PR65RB that I've seen!" - be 
prepared to pay more than "bid." The coin might be worth twice 
bid , it might be worth 50% more than bid, but it will definitely 
be worth more than bid. On the other hand, if it's dull, spotted, 
hairlined and your reaction is: "How did this ever get in a PR65RB 
holder? It may not even be worth paying "Bid" and you should 
ask yourself "Do I want this coin as part of my set?" Always buy 
the coin , not the plastic . My personal opinion is that it's better to 
pay a "little too much" and own a "wow" coin, than pay a lot less 
and own a coin that you don't even like and nobody else wants. 

From my own experience, after having put together several 
nice proof Indian Head cent collections, both in slabs and in al
bums (I started collecting long before coins were ever slabbed), 
the coins that I paid "too much" for are the first ones the dealers 
want to buy. They may not want to pay me what I paid for it, but 
they definitely would like to buy it. It 's difficult for a collector 
to buy coins for a collection and later sell them for more than he 
paid for them . The nature of the hobby of coin collecting is that 
the dealer you buy the coin from has to make a profit when he 
sells you the coin, and when he buys it back from you, he has to 
again be able to sell it for a profit. If you set your goals towards 
putting together a nice collection of eye-appealing coins , and you 
achieve that goal, you will have something that has provided great 
enjoyment, and when you do go to sell your collection, it should 
be readily saleable at the then current prevailing market conditions 
for the series that you have chosen to collect. If you have chosen 
carefully, and there is adequate collector demand for the quality of 
the coins you have chosen, you may be surprised with the value of 
your collection when it sells . I have collected Indian Head Cents 
because I believe that it is one of the most beautiful and collectable 
coins ever produced in this country, and I have enjoyed every min
ute of this avocation. I hope you enjoy your collecting interests as 
much as I have enjo yed mine . 

I hope that this article is helpful if you are planning on starting 
a collection of proof Indian Head cents, or if you are already col
lecting them , some of the information will aid you as you pursue 
those elusive "red" gems. In the next article, I will discuss the dif
ferent characteristics ofthe various dates , which ones are common 
and which are the rarities, both by date and color and other aspects 
of this wonderful series that will be helpful if you are trying to 
complete a collection ofproofIndian Head cents . 
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Indian Cent ProofAnalysis
 
By A. Ron Sirna and Richard Snow
 

In 2002, Ron Sima wrote a date-by-date analysis of Indian 
1859Cent Proofs. I added commentary as well. It is one of the most 

popul ar articles written for Longacre's Ledger. The inform ation 
was as relevant now as it was back then. The population infonna
tion presented by Ron in 2002 has changed a bit over the years. 
Rather than change the numbers I decided to put the current in
formation on PCGS populations only in chart form. This way you 
can easily make the same observations that Ron made . I chose not 
to include NGC population data in this updated study. The rea
son for this is to keep the charts as simple as possible. The NGC 
population data is just as important as the PCGS data. However, 
over the years, there has been a mass regrading phenomenon with 
all coins , and Proof Indian cents are not immune to this . Any coin 
cracked out of its holder and resubmitted without the tag being 
turned in will add to the population data without a coin existing to 
back up that data. This overcounting of certified examples is tme 
with PCGS and NGC. 

The grades used for this study are PR64 to PR68 in Brown 
(BN) , Red-Brown (RB), and Red (RD). I have softly edited Ron's 
2002 comments to update them to today's numbers, noting any 
major change in the past 15 years. Although there are a few eye
appealing PR63 coins, it is difficult to consistently find nice ex
amples, so I would recommend that for the most part , you try to 
obtain examples in PR64 or higher. Proof 67's , though available , 
are generally very expensive and it is not possible to complete a set 
of proof Indian Head cents iflimited to that grade alone . However, 
if anyone is interested in putting together the "finest" set, there are 
several dates that have Proof 67 or higher examples available, with 
the majority being dated 1877 or later. 

All presently known die pairs of all proof Flying Eagle and 
Indian Cents are being listed in the new Flying Eagle and Indian 
Cent Attribution Guide , 3rd edition by Rick Snow. It is published 
by Eagle Eye Rare Coins in two volumes and if you are interested 
in forming a collection of Indian Head cents , whether mint state of 
proof, I would highly recommend this set of books . 

Date by Date analysis
 
(Pop report information is current as of 10/15/2015):
 

1. Copper-Nickel Proofs 

This short-lived series is relatively easy to complete in PR64 
or PR65. The two key dates are the 1861 and the 1860 respective
ly, with the 1861 being particularly difficult to locate in PR65 and 
above . This series also contains the most readily available cam
eo dates , with the 1862 being "common" and over 60 examples 
graded by PCGS as CAM or DCAM . The 1864 is the next most 
"common" with over 40 examples graded . The 1860 and the 1861 
are very scarce in cameo designation with less than 5 cameo coins 
of each date. Any of the cameos or deep cameo coins would be 
suitable for a high grade type set as Cameo cents are very eye
appealing coins. 

PR67 
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1859 Proof: Readily available in proof grades 64-65 . Very few 
examples have been added to the population report in the last 15 
years. PR66 grades are up from 16 to 22 and no new PR67 ex
amples have been graded. This date is available in Cameo : Again 
very few new coins have been added in the past 15 years to the 
Cameo population. 

Popular and important as a one-year type design fe aturing 
Longacre s Indian head design and a simple reverse design f ea
turing a Laurel wreath reverse around the denomination, "ONE 
CENT " However, the obverse portrait is actually "Lady Liberty, " 
a Caucasian representation of Liberty borrowed from the Three 
Dollar design of 1854. She is wearing a headdress of a Native 
American of the Chippewa tribe. The reverse is actually an olive 
wreath, although the laurel wreath description is somewhat accu
rate as their leaves are visually similar. 

1860 
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1860 Proof: Available in PR64, a tough date in PR65 and above. 
The PCGS population decreased from 4 to 3 examples over the 
years as one example likely upgraded to CAM designation. This 
date is available in Cameo: PCGS has graded 4 cameo examples, 
with the highest a PR66CAM. This is a very slight increase from 
2002. This is the second rarest CN proof Indian Head Cent. 

The first year of the series f eaturing the Lady Liberty in a 
Native American headdress paired with the new reverse featuring 
a wreath ofoak with a sprig ofolive and three arrows knotted at 
the base with a ribbon. Thefederal shield of the Union is featured 
above the wreath. This design is continued until the end ofthe se
ries, with minor modifications along the way. This is a very tough 
date to find in full gem condition. The majority of the estimated 
mintage of542 were weakly struck and did not strike out all ofthe 
planchet marks. The quality ofthe 1860 issue is always somewhat 
lacking in the pieces seen up to 1859 and after /861 . They are 
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nearly always seen with mirrors that are only moderate and edges 
that are rounded, which is why these are sometimes confused as 1863 
being prooflike strikes. In early 1860, the portrait was redesigned 
significantly for some unknown reason. The main difference in the 
two designs is the shape of the bust truncation. The type of 1859 
has a short pointed bust truncation. The type adopted in 1860 has 
a more rounded bust point. All proofs are struck from the rounded 
bust design. 

:::: r 
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1861 Proof: Available in PR64, a very tough date in PR65 and 
above. PCGS has graded just 2 PR66's with none higher; NGC 
has graded 3 PR66's, with none higher. This date is available in 
Cameo, but PCGS has graded none and NGC has graded 2 PR65 
Cameo examples. This is the rarest CN proof Indian Head Cent. 

As with the 1860 issue, many coins struck this year were 
weakly struck on moderately mirrored dies. This lack of quality 
standards at the Mint has made this a real tough issue to locate 
in gem condition. Out ofan original mintage of 1,000 pieces, only 
about 400 were released. The survival rate seems to be quite low, 
perhaps many substandard examples were subsequently spent, or 
included in collections as non-proofs. There is enormous collector 
demandfor this issue in gem condition. 
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1862 Proof: Readily available in PR64-65. The PCGS population 
has decreased from 34 in 2002 to 25. But these mostly became 
CAM designated coins which increased from 17 to 25 examples 
since 2002. 

This is the "type" date in the copper-nickel Indian Cent se
ries. Usually available much more often than any other date from 
1860 to 1864, even though the mintage of550 is not substantially 
higher. This issue is fo und much nicer than 1860 and 1861. In ad
dition to higher quality standards at the Mint, there was a substan
tial hoard ofapproximately 200 coins, which came to light many 
yea rs ago. 
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1863 Proof: Readily available in PR64-65. PCGS had graded 8 
PR66 and 6 in PR66CAM in 2002. Now it is the same total graded 
but with 7 PR66 and 8 PR66CAM. A single PR67 remains from 
2002 until today. The 1863 is the 3rd scarcest of the CN proofs, 
slightly less available than the 1864CN. 

Nearly the entire issue of460 pieces was struck fr om a single 
set ofdies. 
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1864 eN Proof: Readily ava ilable in PR64-65. In 2002 PCGS had 
graded 11 in PR66 and 10 PR66CAM. Today there are 8 PR66 
and 6 PR66CAM and 4 PR66DCAM . The total amount of PCGS 
PR6 6 graded dropped from 21 down to 18 with only one extra 
PR67 graded. 

The reported mintage of 370 pieces is the lowest of all the 
copper-nickel Indian Cents. Survivors are typically below average 
compared to the quality ofthe 1862 issue. 

II. Bronze Proofs 

The bronze proofIndian Head Cents are also relatively "easy" 
(there are 46 coins not countin g the 1864-L and 1886 Type 2) to 
complete in PR64 or PR65, BUT only as proof red-brown coins. 
If you decide to complete your set in full "Red" examples, be pre
pared for a difficult task, as there are several dates that are ex
tremely difficult to locate in full red condition. Also, be prepared 
to scrutinize the coins carefully sometimes, the holder says "red" 
but the coin is red-brown. I have personally requested that PCGS 
"decertify" one of my high grade PR66RD coins to a PR66RB as it 
was definitely not red. As you acquire both RD and RB examples, 
you will begin to see that sometimes a high-end RB is "redder" 
than the same grade coin in a RD holder. There are several difficult 
dates to acquire in full red condi tion; using just PR65RD as the 
criteria, the followin g dates will be a challenge: 1864, 1865, 1866, 
1867, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1874, 1875, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1887, 
1888, 1889, 1890 and 1896, with the 1887 and the 1888 being 
part icularly difficult to locate in PR65RD. An interesting anomaly 
in the proof bronze Indian Head cent coinage is that it is generally 
"easier" to acquire a PR66 or better example in a proof RD grade 
than it is in a RB or BN grade. 
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Some comments with respect to coins designated BN: Some 
of the most beautiful Indian Head cents are actually graded BN. It 
seems that when a bronze proof Indian Head cent acquires won
derful deep blue, violet, mahogany and/or black-cherry red colors, 
the grading services designate these coins as "brown". This is a 
misnomer and a dis-service to those few coins that have some of 
the most spectacular eye appeal of all Indian Head cents. These 
coins sell for premiums (sometimes substantial) over plain-jane, 
dull brown coins, and 1 believe the greatest challenge would be to 
put together a complete set of these wonderfully colored "brown" 
coins. I would highly recommend acquiring at least one example 
of these beautifully toned bronze proof Indian Head cents, as they 
tend to be what I refer to as "Wow" coins - when you pick one 
up and look at it, your first reaction is "WOW!!" I always try and 
buy "Wow" coins when 1 sec them, but unfortunately, they are 
sometimes just too expensive. The added beauty of these colorful 
BN proof Indian Head cents is that they are actually affordable 
"wow" coins! (Dealers often refer to "Wow" coins as "monsters", 
"Godzilla" and other superlative terms that usually mean " lots of 
money" if you want to own it.) 

The bronze Indian Head cents also contain several available 
cameo dates, but none can be even remotely considered common, 
and deep cameo 's are almost non-existent, with there being only 
two bronze deep or ultra cameos graded by both grading services, 
both coins being the 1864 Bronze issue. Further, PCGS ONLY 
grades red coins as cameo, so if you see a PCGS graded bronze 
Indian Head Cent graded as PR65Cam it is a Red Cameo. PCGS 
just started adding the RD designa tion to the label for bronze proof 
Indian Head cents, so any of the first cameo proof Indian Head 
Cents graded by PCGS will not indica te that the coin is RD. Be
cause toning will tend to obscure the cameo contrast of bronze 
proof coins, there are not many RB cameo examples, and I believe 
that is the reason why PCGS does not apply a cameo designation 
to RB coins. However, NGC will grade RB coins with a cameo 
designation, with the following dates having been graded as Proof 
RB-Cameos by NGC: 1864,1865, 1866, 1871, 1874, 1876, 1878, 
and 1891. Any of the bronze cameo coins would be suitable for a 
high grade type set as in "cameo," they are also very eye-appealing 
coins, but all are scarce. Interestingly, as of the writing of this ar
ticle, the 1877 is the one of the most available dates in Red cameo, 
with there being a total of 8 Red cameo examples graded by both 
services, and the 1878 is probably the most available "common" 
date, also with 8 red cameos graded by both services, and 3 RB 
cameos graded by NGC. Note, utilizing only PCGS population 
data, less than 1/2 of 1% (0.47% or .0047) of all PCGS graded 
bronze prooflndian Head Cents are cameo coins, and there is only 
one bronze deep cameo coin. Cameo proof Indian Head Cents are 
very rare. 

1" 1864-1869: As a group, probably the most difficult dates to ac
quire in any grade. None of these dates can really be considered J common, but nice examples can be found. 
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1864 No L Proof: Probably the least number available coins in 
PR64RB - 65RB. A very rare coin in RD. In 2002 PCGS has grad
ed only 10 PR65RD 's with 1 PR66RD and 1 PR67RD. Today, that 
number has gone down to 7, 1 and 0, with a few extra cameos. 
There is only one deep mirror cameo at PCGS, a PR65DCAM. 

A very important coin as a one-year type, the type of 1860 
- 1864 struck in the new bronze alloy. This is one of the rarest 
dates in the proof Indian Cent collection. The mintage of 1864 
proof cents is open to some debate. Breen recorded a total of470 
proof sets ofthe silver and minor coins sold by the Mint. He breaks 
down the deliveries to those made before the Mint Act of April 
22 as the mintage of the copper nickel examples (370) and those 
after as the mintage ofthe bronze No L pieces (l 00). This cannot 
be correct, since there are nearly 200 1864 No L proofs graded 
fro m all the grading services combined. There must have been an 
unknown number ofspecimens made and distributed later in the 
year. Up until this time, and continuing until 1878, the mintage 
figures ofminor coins must be reconstructed from sales fig ures of 
sets and any other collateral evidence that can be found. The Mint 
was under no legal obligation to record mintage figures for minor 
coin p roof s. We can guess at the original figures based on what 
we see in the marketplace, accounting for a quantity ofexamples 
being lost to the ravages oftime, but even an educated guess will 
undoubtedly be off the mark. Regardless, perhaps 300 is closer to 
the correct mintage. . 
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1865 Proof: The second most difficult date to find in PR64RB 
65RB. A very rare coin in RD. PCGS has graded only 7 PR65RD 's 
and only 2 PR66RD, down from 9 and 2 in 2002. PCGS has graded 
very few cameos, 8 in PR64CAM and 3 in PR65CAM. 

This is a very difficult date to find in gem full red. Like many 
other dates in this series, the rarity ofthe coins struck in proof f or
mat have no relation to the rarity of the regular issues. Non-proofs 
arefairly commonfor this date. Not so for the proofs. The mintage 
currently given in ref erences is 500, which may be generous. This 
issue is notorious for having low percentage of red. Many of the 
planchets used f or the proofs were on streaky planchets. When the 
alloys ofTin and Zinc are not mixed well into the copper, pockets 
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ofalloy remain in the bronze ingot. As the ingot is rolled out, these 
pockets get elongated and eventually turn into streaks on the fin
ished planchets. Tin and Zinc are very volatile and will not hold 
the original color ofthe coin. Thejew 1865 s that remain infull red 
are presumably from a higher quality melt, and are very rare and 
desirable because ofthis. 

1866 Proof: More readily available than the 1864 & 1865, but 

1866 
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still a difficult date to find in PR64RB - 65RB, especially ones that 
look nice. A very scarce coin in RD. PCGS has graded only 13 
PR65RD's and 4 PR66RD's, small change from 17 and 3. recorded 
in 2002. This date is available in Cameo: PCGS had graded 5 
cameo examples in 2002 and now there are 18 in all grades with 
the highest being PR66RD Cam. 

Closer inspection will reveal small depressions on Liberty s 
cheek and neck. These are presumably die rust marks and are on 
every 1866 example and are therefore not considered in determin
ing the grade of any 1866 proof The reverse die is the same die 
used on the 1865, although it was repolished between the two is
sues. 

1867 Proof: Again, more readily available than the 1864 & 1865, 

1867 
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but still a difficult date to find in PR64RB - 65RB, especially ones 
that look nice. A very scarce coin in RD. In 2002 PCGS had grad
ed only 13 PR65RD's and 1 PR66RD. Today there are less: 10 
in PR65RD and none higher. Many of these have since gotten a 
cameo designation. The PCGS population of cameos went from a 
singe example in 2002 to 16 today. 

The dies used for proofs this year show many anomalies, 
which sometimes get mistaken for problems on the coin. On the 
obverse there is always a die line on the neck, which to the uniniti
ated eye may look like a scratch. The reverse die is a leftover die 
used in 1865 and 1866. By its usage in 1867 it has acquired numer
ous die polishing marks that may look like hairlines. None ofthese 
are grade-limiting and are on all examples seen to date. 

20 40 6{; 80 100 
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1868 Proof: Again, more readily available than the 1864 & 1865, 
but still a difficult date to find in PR64RB - 65RB, especially ones 
that look nice. A very scarce coin in RD. PCGS has graded only 
7 PR65RD's, down from 13 in 2002. The PR66RD population has 
remained the same: 2 examples. In 2002, there were no Cameos, 
while today there are 13 in all grades. 

About 100 examples were struck with a widely rotated reverse 
(about 170 degrees). Examples ofthis date are very hard to locate 
in gem condition. 
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1869 Proof: Again, more readily available than the 1864 & 1865, 
but still a difficult date to find in PR64RB - 65RB, especially ones 
that look nice. A very. scarce coin in RD. In 2002, PCGS had 
graded only 17 PR65RD's and 3 PR66RD's. Today the population 
is down to 14 and 2. The Cameo population has jumped from 4 in 
all grades to 14. 

Notice how few BNs are graded compared to dates after 
1877. The coins saved in the Proskey/Smith hoards were mostly 
1878 dated coins and onward. These are the iridescent toned BN 
proofs. This date and others from 1865 - 1877 are very difficult 
dates to find iridescent toned. 

Many die polishing lines in thefield may be mistaken for hair
lines. Many ofthe dates in the late 1860 S and early 1870 s are only 
found with moderately deep mirrors. The reason for this seems to 
be that the dies had been polished after they were hardened, which 
does not impart as deep a mirror asfound on later dates. Addition
ally, the reverse dies were normally held over and usedfor many 
years, being repolished many times throughout its life. 
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1870-1879 As a group, these dates are not as difficult to acquire 
in collectable grades, but still scarce. The dates in the early 70's 
(187 1-1875) are very hard to find as high grade examples and full 
RD coins are particularly difficult to find, but less so than the 1864
1869. Starting in 1879, the dates are considered common, and nice 
examples can be found with much less difficulty. 
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1870 Proof: Again, more available than most of the dates in the 
1860's , but still a difficult date to find in nice examples of higher 
proof grades. A scarce coin in RD. In 2002 , PCGS has graded only 
20 PR65RD 's and 4 PR66RD's. Today the population is 25 and 5. 
While no coins were graded Cameo in 2002, today there are 10, 
but only 4 in PR65CAM and PR66CAM. 

The dies on all 1870 proof Indian Cents are rather roughly 
po lished on both sides. The result ing crisscrossing die polishing 
marks may be confused with hairlines on the fie ld ofthe coin. The 
reverse die used to strike this example is the same die that struck 
some ofthe 1864 With Lproofs (PR-2). 
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1871 Proof: Again, more available than most of the dates in the 
1860 's, but still a difficult date to find in nice examples of higher 
proof grades. Very few are graded with a BN designation and this 
date is especially tough with color. This is a moderately scarce 
coin in RD. PCGS had graded 29 PR65RD's but only 1 PR66RD 
in 2002 and now the population is 32 and 4. This date is rare in 
Cameo, as there was only 2 graded PR65CAM and only 1 example 
graded PR66RDCAM. 

Most all are Shallow N reverse. All 1871 1ndian Cents come 
with moderate mirrors. The apparent hairlines on the fiel ds are 
actually die polish lines imparted at the Mint. These do not limit 
the grade. The reverse die used on this example is the same as used 
in 1870. A scarce variety with the 7 and I nearly touching is quite 
dramatic. (Snow-PR2) 
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1872 Proof: Again , more available than most of the dates in the 
1860 's, but still a difficult date to find in nice examples of higher 
proof grades. A very scarce coin in RD. In 2002, PCGS had graded 
10 PR65RD 's and 6 PR66RD 's. Exactly the same amount as today, 
In 2002 none had been graded with a Cameo designation , Today 
there are 2. 

The 1872 proof issue was struck in about the same quanti
ties as the other dates in the early 1870 s, but for some reason, 
are much scarcer than other dates in gem fitll red grades . Most of 
the encountered examples are some shade ofred brown. There is 
strong additional date demandf or this issue due to the rarity ofthe 
non-proof format issues. The reverse die used on this coin has a 
curious anomaly. There is a distinct bulge on the right serifof the 
T in CENT. This die is seen on later issues until 1877. 
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1873 Proof: Again, more available than those of the 1860' s, 
but still a difficult date to find in nice proof examples. A scarce 
coin in RD. In 2002, PCGS had graded only 24 PR65RD 's and 3 
PR66RD 's. Today the population is 27 and 3. This date is avai l
able in Cameo: PCGS has graded 7 Cameo examples, up from 4 
in 2002. 

This issue typically comes with moderate mirrors. The ob
verse fi elds have been drastically polished to the po int where the 
eye socket is now part of the field and the fi rst feather is discon
nected fro m the headband. Nearly all 1873 proofs seen to date 
are like this. The reverse die is a reuse of a die first used for the 
1872 proof The Closed 3 date style is used on the early dies made 
prior to ChiefCoiner A.L. Snowden s complaint on January 18th 
regarding the similarities ofthe look ofthe date to 1878. All proofs 
this year are ofthe closed 3 style. The reported mintage of 1,100 
seems to be in line with the rarity of examples seen in the market
pla ce. This is a velY tough coin to locate in gemfitll red condition. 
This is due to the sloppy die preparation, which produced coins 
that do not seem to excite very often. 
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1874 Proof: Again, more available than those of the 1860's, but 
still a difficult date to find in nice proof examples. A very scarce 
coin in RD. In 2002, PCGS had graded only 11 PR65RD's and 7 
PR66RD's. Today that population is 9 and 6. This date is available, 
but scarce in Cameo: PCGS has graded 7 Cameo examples, with 
the highest a PR66RD Cam. In 2002 is was 3. 

Some examples show die finishin g lines from the 10:30 clock 
position to 4:30. These may look like hairlines to the untrained 
eye. These are caused by a rougher polishing ofthe die than typi
cal f or proofs . This is in fact a fairly early die state ofthis issue. 
The mirrors are moderate at best, but represent best available for 
this issue in this die state. The entire issue was struck/rom a single 
pair of dies. The obverse exhibits a die anomaly by 4 in the date. 
This looks like a repunched date but was probably caused by a de
fective digit punch. The reverse is struck using the same workhorse 
proofdie used in I872 and 1873. 
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1875 Proof: This date is essentially on a par with those of the 
1860's, and particularly difficult to find in higher grade proof ex
amples. It is a scarce coin in RD. In 2002, PCGS had graded only 
11 PR65RD's and 2 PR66RD's. However, today the population is 
14 and 2. This date is available in Cameo as PCGS has graded 9 
Cameo examples , with the highest a PR65RD Cam. In 2002, only 
2 were graded. 

Moderate mirrors, as is typical for this issue. This is a very 
tough date in gem full red This is a year where the production of 
proofs was not given the quality control seen in other years. Every 
denomination in the proofset is hard to find in the higher grades 
due to this lack of quality standards . 
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1876 Proof: Again, more available than those of the 1860's, but 
still a difficult date to find in nice proof examples. A scarce coin in 
RD. In 2002, PCGS had graded 24 PR65RD 's and 10 PR66RD's. 
Today the population is lower : 19 and 9. Some of those subse
quently got a cameo designation as the population went up from a 
total of I example in all grades in 2002 to a total of 13 today. 

The reverse die is the same die used to strike proofsfrom 1872, 
1873 and 1874 as well as afew 1875 'so It was lightly polished this 
year; removing some ofthe light die polish marks seen on earlier 
issues. 
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1877 Proof: Again, more available than dates in the 1860's , but 
still a difficult date to find in nice examples of higher proof grades. 
There is a lot ofdate pressure on this coin due to the scarcity of the 
mint state 1877. Another mid-level scarce coin in RD. In 2002, 
PCGS had graded only 20 PR65RD 's, but 11 PR66RD's and 1 
PR67RD. In the past 13 years only a single PR67RD has been 
added to the population. In 2002, PCGS had graded 4 Cameo ex
amples, the highest graded is PR65RD Cam. Today only 8 exam
ples are graded, the highest are two PR66CAM's. 

Always popular as a proof example of the key date in the 
Indian cent series. No precise mintage figure exists for the proof 
1877 Indian, but enough information is available to make an edu
cated guess. Breen lists 510 in his Proof Encyclopedia. The pres
ent estimate is now 910. It is known that 510 "Silver" sets were 
sold which included the fiv e silver coins, the two nickel coins and 
the cent. Additionally, there were about 400 "Nickel" sets struck 
which includedjust the cent and the two nickel coins, ofwhich we 
know 260 were mailed out, with the unknown remainder being sold 
over the counter in Philadelphia. 

The reverse die used to strike this example is the "Bulged T" 
reverse, which was first used in 1872 and was used to strike many 
ofthe proof issues between that date and I 877. The right p ennant 
of the T is in much higher relief that the other parts of the letter. 
This feature neither raises nor lowers the desirability of the coin. 
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1878 Proof: From this date forward there are more "common" 
dates than there are scarce or rare dates . You could almost draw 
a line between 1877 and 1878 when it comes to collecting proof 
Indian Head Cents, with the later dates far more easily obtainable 
than the earlier dates . From this date forward , I will provide the 
Pop report figures for the scarce and rare RD coins only. If no Pop
ulation figures are given, you can assume that the date is readily 
obtainable even in high grade red condition (Proof 65 and above , 
often with proof 67RD coins available). 

In 2002, PCGS had graded 37 PR65RD's, 12 PR66RD's and 
1 PR67RD. Today the population is lower at 34, 7 and 1. This date 
is the most common date available in PR64RD. It is also the most 
"common" available date in Cameo with 24 graded, up from only 
11 total coins graded in 2002. 

Starting in 1878 many things changed at the Mint. Proofpro
duction ofminor coinage increased to two to three times the previ
ous year smintage . The actual mintage of minor proofs were now 
recorded with accuracy. The Mint s minor coin production was 
based more on expected demand than actual demand. The many 
unsold examples were sold in bulk to local coin dealers (Proskey 
and Smith) at or near face value. Also starting this year planchet 
production for minor coinage was shiftedfrom the Mint to outside 
sources. The quality ofproofcoinage improved. 
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1879 Proof: Readily available in all grades . This date is available 
in Cameo : PCGS has graded only 5 cameo examples, up from only 
two in 2002. The population for PR67CAM has remained at 2 ex
ample since 2002. 

This date is more commonlyfound in higher grades than most 
other dates in the proofseries . This would be a perfect date for a 
high quality type set. 
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1880-1889 As a group these dates are the most common in collect
able grades, and not considered scarce. The dates in the late 80 's 
(1887 -1889) are very hard to find as high grade examples and full 
RD coins are nearly impossible to find; Red 1887 and 1888's are 
on a par with the rare 1864 and 1865. The 1880 through the 1886 
Type 1 are considered the most common of the proof Indian Head 
Cents and nice examples can be easily acquired. 
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1880 Proof: Readily available in all grades. This date is available 
in Cameo: PCGS has graded 16 cameo examples, up from only 2 
in 2002. 

A common date in the proofseries, if infact any date can truly 
be called "common. " The two 8 s in the date show some punch 
breakage. The digit punches used this year show broken or partial
ly missing elements to varying degrees. Many different dies were 
effected. 
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1881 Proof: Readily available in all grades. In 2002 , no Cameos 
of this date had been graded . Today only 11 are graded by PCGS. 
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1882 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN or RB; but 
slightly scarcer in RD grades . In 2002 , PCGS had graded 14 
PR65RD's, 10 PR66RD's and 4 PR67RD's. Today the pop is 18, 
16 and 4. Only one Cameo is graded above PR64. No Cameos of 
this date were graded in 2002. 
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1883 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB; but 
scarce in RD grades. In 2002 , PCGS had graded 15 PR65RD's, 5 
PR66RD 's and 1 PR67RD. Today only 2 additional PR65RD 's are 
added to the population. NGC has graded 11 PR65RD's, only 3 
PR66RD's and 1 PR67RD. Very scarce with a Cameo designation 
as only a total of 6 have been graded. 

Full red gem proofIndian cents for this year are very tough to 
find. Presently the PCGS population is 5 in Proof 66RD and 1 in 
Proof67. This is curious since the mintage is one ofthe highest of 
the series. This situation also exists for the 1886 and 1888 issues 
which have an even higher mintage and are even rarer than this 
date in gem full red. 
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1884 Proof: Thi s is probably the most common date and is one of 
the more avail able dates in all grades, but only 7 Cameos of this 
date have been graded by PCGS. None were graded in 2002. 
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1885 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB 
but sca rce in RD. In 2002 PCGS had graded 17 PR65RD's, 8 
PR6 6RD's and 3 PR67RD. Today the populations is 19, 8 and 3; 
only 2 extr a examples. No Cameos of this date had been graded by 
PCGS in 2002 and today only I is graded. a PR66CAM. 
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1886 Type 1 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RE , 
but scarce in RD grades. In 2002, PCGS had graded 18 PR65RD 's , 
10 PR66RD's with none higher. Today the population is slighltly 
higher at 18 and 13. No Cameos of this date have been graded by 
PCGS. 

The more common design type with the last f eather po inting 
between the 1 & C of AMERiCA. The PCGS population report 
grouped both the Typ e 1 and Type 2 1886 Proof Indian into one 
listing as late as 1999. When they were separated, the entire popu
lation was moved into the Type I listing. This makes the Type I 
seem more common than it actually is if one looks solely at that 
data. However; the reality is not much different f or gem full red 
proofs . The Type 2 turns out to be prohibitively rare in high grades 
in full red. 
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1886 Type 2 Proof: I include this coin even though it is a variety 
because, unlike the 1864-L which is virtually unobtainable, this 
date is available in PR64RB & PR65RB; but it is prohibitively rare 
in RD grades. In 2002 , PCGS had graded 3 PR65RD's, and only 1 
PR66RD with none higher. Today one of the PR65RDs upgraded 
to a PR66CAM. 

One of the rarest dates in the proofIndian Cent series in gem 
full red. Thefew full red examples that exist have a light gold tone, 
nearly straw colored. Other issues, like 188 7 show this same pe
culiar color. Be aware that this is normal for the issue and may be 
a clue to the reason so fe w have been graded ofthese dates in full 
red. It snot that these get unfairly rej ected by the grading services, 
1 think they know an original coin when they see them. The coins 
are just not out there in full red. 
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1887 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB but 
very rare in RD grades. In 2002, PCGS had graded only 24 1887's 
in Red (less than any other date other than the 1886 Type 2) with 
only 10 PR65RD's and 2 PR66RD 's . Today those numbers are 
pretty much the same with only 8 PR65RD and 2 PR66RD. One 
of the PR65RD's from 2002 might have upgraded to a PR65CAM, 
the only Cameo yet graded above PR63 . 

This is one ofthe top condition rarities ofthe series. As with 
the 1886 Type 2, this issue is usually rather pale in color when 
found full red. It would be interesting to know if this is due to a 
dijferent alloy used or if the cause was some external procedure 
used at the Mint. Perhaps the cent plan chets were washed in an 
acidic solution prior to striking. Regardless of the cause, the coins 
remain vel)! difficult to find full red. 

1888 
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PR65 
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1888 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB, but 
very rare in RD grades. In 2002 , PCGS had graded only 33 in RD 
with only 7 PR65RD's and 4 PR66RD's . Today the total is 35 with 
9 in PR65RD and 2 in PR66RD. Arguably, the 1888 in proof Red 
may be the rarest non-variety date in proof Red. Like the 1887, this 
is a very tough date to acquire in full red condition. Only 3 cameos 
have been graded, up from only two in 2002. 

The mintage indicates that this is one of the more common 
dates in the proofIndian cent series. However, experience and the 
peGS population reports show that this is a moderately scarce 
date over all, and an exceptionally scarce date in full red. 

1889 
PR67 • I '~ PR66 

I 
PR65 
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PR64 _ CAllil 
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1889 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB but very 
scarce in RD grades. In 2002 PCGS had graded only 39 1889's in 
Red with only 13 PR65RD's and 8 PR66RD's. Today the total is 
49 with 18 in PR65RD and 8 in PR66RD. Like the 1887 and 1888, 
this is a very tough date to acquire in full red condition. In 2002, 
no Cameos of this date had been graded. Today only a single PR
66CAM is graded. 

There are clash marks clearly evident on both sides ofsome of 
this date. A high percentage ofthe proof issues in the 1880 s show 
some type ofa lack of quality control. It is common to find coins 
that were struck from known proof dies that were weakly struck. 
Pehaps these were struck on a high speed press. Although these 
coins will have mirrored fi elds, they will also have rounded edges 
and some striking weakness on thef eather tips and lower hair curl. 

1890-1899 As a group these dates are moderately common in col
lectable grade s, and particularly the later dates (1897-1899) are Dot 
considered scarce. The dates in the early 90's (1890, 1891, 1893 
and 1896) are very hard to find as high grade examples and full RD 
coins are very difficult to find, with the 1890 and 1896, both being 
very rare in PR65RD and above. 

1890 
PR66 • BN 

PR65 . RB 

_ RD 
PR64 

_ CAM 
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1890 Proof: Readily available in all grades in RB, but scarce in 
BN and rare in full Red. In 2002, PCGS had graded 16 PR65RD's 
and but 2 PR66RD 's. Today that population has risen to 22 and 
2. This date is available in cameo: Three cameos of this date had 
been graded by PCGS in 2002, all PR64CAM. That number has 
not increased. 

1891 
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1891 Proof: Readily available, but moderately scarce in full Red. 
This date is available in Cameo . PCGS has graded a PR64CAM 
and 5 PR65CAM 's . A single PR65DCAM is graded . 
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1892 Proof: This is a relatively common date and readily available 
in all grades. This date is available in Cameo: PCGS has graded 6 
Cameos in PR65CAM and 5 in PR66CAM. 

1893 
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1893 Proof: Readily available, but moderately scarce in full Red. 
This date is available in Cameo : PCGS has graded only 8 Cameos. 

1894 
PR67 ~ 
PR66 
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1894 Proof: Readily available, but moderately scarce in full Red. 
This date is available in Cameo : PCGS has graded 5 Cameos the 
highest being a PR66RD Cam. A single PR65DCAM is graded. 
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1895 Proof: Readily available in all grades. This date is avail
able in Cameo: PCGS has graded 8 Cameos, 1 PR64CAM, 6 PR
65CAM and a single PR66CAM. 

1896 
PR67 

PR66 

PR65 

1896 Proof: Readily available in all grades in BN and RB, but 
this is a very scarce date to locate in gem full red. In 2002 PCGS 
had graded 9 PR65RD's and but 1 PR66RD. Today the population 
is 7 and 4. This date is available in Cameo : PCGS has graded 2 
PR64CAM,4 PR65CAM and a single PR67CAM. 
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1897 Proof: Readily available in all 4grades, but slightly scarc
er in Red. A single PR68RB is graded, although none are graded 
PR67RB. This date is available in Cameo: PCGS has graded 11 
cameo examples , the highest graded is PR68CAM , the single 
highest graded proof Indian Head cent graded by peGs. A single 
PR66DAM is also graded. 

1898 
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1898 Proof: Readily available in all grades . This date is available 
in Cameo with 12 graded . A single PR66DCAM is graded . 
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1899 Proof: Readily available in all grades . This date is available 
in Cameo : PCGS has grade d 1 PR65CAM, 3 PR66CAM and 1 
PR67CAM. 

1900-1909 As a group these dates are, like the early dates in the 
1880 's quite common in collectable grades. However, the dates in 
the later 1900's (1904 through 1909) are scarce in high grade RD 
examples, with the 1904 and 1907 being particularly scarce. The 
1904 - 1906, the 1908 and 1909 are perceived to be common dates, 
but they are somew hat undervalued in PR66RD and above due to 
their scarc ity. Cameos are uncommon for these later date issues as 
the mint began to fully polish the dies prior to the proof strikings. 

1900 
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1900 Proof: Readi ly available in all grades. This date is available 
in Cameo: PCGS has graded 1 PR64CAM, 1 PR66CAM and 3 in 
PR67CAM. 
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1901 Proof: Readily available in all grades . This date is avai lable 
in Cameo : PCGS has graded 3 PR66CAM. 
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1902 Proof: Readily available in all grades. PCGS has graded 7 
Cameo s. None had been graded in 2002. 

1903 
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1903 Proof: Readily available in all grades . PCGS has graded 
only 4 Cameos of this date. None had been graded in 2002. 

Proofs of this year were produced without any fros t on the 
devices. The present example is known to be a vel)' early die state 
due to the strength of the orange peel fi elds. This issue is always 
seen with the misplaced 0 and 3 digits in the denticles below the 
date. 
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1904 Proof: Readily available in all grades , but scarce in PR66RD 
and higher with only 6 PR66RD 's with a sole PR67RD grade d buy 
PCGS. 19 example have been graded with a Cameo designation. 
None had been graded in 2002. 
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1905 Proof: Readil y available in all grades, but somewhat scarce 
in PR66RD as are all of the dates after 1903. PCGS has graded 6 
Cameos of this date . None had been graded in 2002 . 
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1906 Proof: Readily available in all grades. This date is available 
in Cameo: PCGS has graded 12 Cameo examples, the highest a 
PR67CAM. 

1907 
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1907 Proof: Readily available in all grades, but scarce in full red. 
Only 3 PR66CAM;s have been graded by PCGS. 

Very tough date. The lowest mintage date ofthe proofIndian 
cents after 1878 with only 1.475 produced. With this issue, when 
you have an early die state example, you may also see fine die 
fini shing lines on both sides. These are typical f or the issue and do 
not detract from the desirability ofthe coin or limit the grade. Die 
finish ing lines tend to appear and disappear as the coin is turned 
in the light. 
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1908 Proof: Readil y available in all grades PCGS has graded 17 
Cameos for this date . In 2002 , none had been graded . 
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1909 Proof: Readily available in all grades PCGS has graded 9 
Cameo examples. None had been graded in 2002 . 

PCGS Registry set information: 
If anyone is interested in putting togethe r a high grade proof 

Indian Head cent PCGS Registry set, the following information 
will be helpful with regard to those coins that are considered high 
grade and therefore high point value coins . These coins will ul
timately be needed to put together a top rated Registry set. Also, 
you should be aware of how PCGS determines the values of each 
coin in the proof Indian Head Cent Registry set: All Cameo coins 
receive a 3 point bonus in addition to the grade value - so a PR
65Cam coin is worth a grade value of 68; Deep Cameo coins re
ceive a 4 point bonus - so a PR65DCam coin is worth a grade value 
of 69. RB coins receive a I point bonus - so a PR65RB coin is 
worth a grade value of 66; RD coins receive a 2 point bonus - so a 
PR65RD coin is worth a grade value of 67. Higher graded coins 
receive their respective higher grade plus any applicable bonus 
points. 
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Something New
 
By Richard Snow
 

1862 
S3b 1862, Bar under 2. 
Obv. 14: (C) There is a ra ised area under the 2 digit. Die p olish lines 
below the em: All A sin the legend are f illed. 
Rev. N: Olive leafand shieldpoints away f rom denticles. Die crack *
from the de nticles at 12:00 through the righ t shield into the wreath. 
Die crack fro m the denticles at 2:00 into the wreath. 

Attributed to: Sco tt Krezinski 

Th is is a second die with the digit defect that con
firms this is indeed a digit punch variety. As such it will 
show up on a few different dies. The cause is nothing 
more than the digit punch not being raised enough. {63} 

S3b 1862, Bar under 2. 

S3c 1862, Bar under 2. 
Obv. 15: (C) There is a raised area under the 2 digit. Date touch es
 
bottom ofthe portrait.
 
Rev. 0 : Olive leaf and shieldpoints away fro m den ticles.
 

Attributed to: David Killough 

A third die from this defect ive digit punch. {50} 

S3c 1862, Bar under 2. 



1863
 

*
 
823 1863,818 (s), 3/3 (s),
 
Obv. 25: (LE) Repunching visible inside the upper loop ojthe 8 and 
the 3. 1 digit directly under the bust point. Extra outlines on alllellers. 
Die break on the rim below the date. 
Rev. AA: Shield and olive point away jrom the denticles. Die crack 
fr om the rim at 1:00 to the top ojthe shield, also continuing through 
the top right wreath to the rim at 2:00. Die lump on the T in CENT. 

Attributed to: Craig McClain 

The date position is farther to the left than any other 
die yet seen . {63, 45} 

S23 1863, 8/8 (s), 3/3 (s). 

824 1863, 6/6 (0). 
Obv. 26: (LE) Repun ching above the loop ojthe 6. Date velY low. The 
1 being pun ched into the die has distorted the denticles below Die 
fi le marks in the protected fi eld areas below the last j eather. Die crack 
fr om the IC in AlvIERlCA through the base of the portrait to the top left 
tip oj the U in UNITED. 
Rev. AB: Heavy die striation fro m 12:00 to 6:00. 

Attributed to: Eugene Bruder 

Sharp repunching above the loop of the 6. {63} 

S24 1863, 6/6 (n), 

1864 With L 
87 1864-L, 186/186 (w). 
Obv. 24: (C) Minor repunching visible on the lower halfojthe 186. 
Extra outlines on the por trait and legend, but only on the lower halfoj 
the obverse. Die crack along the tops oj ERl. 
Rev. BB: Olive leaj and shield points away fro m the dent id es. Heavy 
dash marks inside the right wreath. 

Attributed to: Ed Nathanson 

The original listing of S7 in Snow '92 was found to 
be a later die state of S1 and was delisted. This variety 
wa saddedl~e~ {50} 

S7 1864-L, 186/186 (w), 



1869 
S9 1869,18/18 (s), 
Obv. 22: (RH) Moderate repunching visible under the flag and base of 
the I and inside the upper loop ofthe 8. 
Rev. U: Olive leaf and shield points well away from the denticles. 

Attributed to: Rick SIlOW 

Very scarce, Very similar to S10, S13 and SIS. See 
the box below. {53} 

S9 1869,18118 (s). 

1878 

*** 

S4 1878 Melted Reverse. 
Obv: 7: (LH) Light die rust all the portrait. Curly lint hub-through Rev. F: Areas around the border ofall the letters and devices are ir
below the B in LIBERTY. regular and has the look ofmelted metal. 

Attributed 10: David Kahn 

Very unusual die deterioration on the reve rse. We 
are assuming it is melted, but we have no way to know if 
this is actua lly the case. {63RB} 



1896
 
S22 1896,6/6 (e). 
Obv. 26: (C) Moderate repunching inside the lower loop ofthe 6. 
RI!V. X: Right shield point connected to the denticles. Left shield point *away. Olive leaf well away fro m the denticles. 

Attributed to: Ed Nathanson 

A fairly obvious repunching. Might tum out to be 
rare . {50} 

S22 1896, 6/6 (e). 

Attributed to: Ed Nathanson 

Very wide repunching. It might be easily missed on 
lower grade examples. {63BN } 

S23 1896, 6/6 (e). 

S24 1896, Digit in the denticles. 
Obv. 28: (RE) Bold digit in the denticles below the 6. 
Rev. Y.' Shield points well away fro m the dentides. 

Attributed to: David Killough 

Bold misplaced digit. {40} 

S24 1896, Digit in denticles. 



1893
 

* 
S20 1893,3/3 (n). 
Obv. 20: (RH) Moderate repunching visible above the upper loop of 
the 3 and above the lower ball. 

S20 1893, 3/3 (n). 

S29 1903, 0 in denticles. 

* 

Rev. v.. Shield p oints well away f rom the denticles. Olive leafcon
nected to the denticles. 

Attributed to: Cecil Crews 

Easily seen repunching . Very simi lar to 83 and 811. 
Compare date positions. {63RB} 

1903 
S29 1903, 0 in denticles. 
Obv: 31: (LH) The top ofan O-digit is halfway lip the denticles below
 
and left ofthe 0 in the dale.
 
Rev. AE: Olive leaf is 011'0' from the denticles. Shield points are con

necled 10 the denticles.
 

Attributed 10: Ed Nathanson 

This is another fair ly minor misplaced digit. {58} 

S30 1903, Spikes by DS. 
Obv. 32: (LH) Bold diefi le marks visible bef ore and afte r the D ill 
UNiTED. 
Rev. AF: Shj ield poin ts well away fr om the denticles. Olive leaf just 
away. 

Attributed 10: David Killough 

Odd to see such heavy die file marks . {50} 

S30 1903, Spikes byDS. 

S30 1903, Date area. 



1905
 
833 1905, 5/5 (s). 
Obv: 33: (RE) Bold repunching under the 5.
 
Re v. A H: Olive leaf and shield points well alVayf rom the dent icles.
 *Attribu ted to: Ed Nathanson 

Very bold repunching. Likely rare as it escaped 
detection for so long. {50} 

833 1905,5/5 (s). 

834 1905,5/5 (s), * 
Obv: 34: (LH) Moderate repunching under the fla g and inside the loop 
ofthe 5. 
Rev. AI: Shield po ints connected to the denticles. Olive leaf well alVay 

Attributed to: David Killough 

Easily identified by the notch at the tip of the flag of 
the 5. {40} 

834 1905,5/5 (s). 

1906 
864 1906, 906/906 (s), 
Obv. 65: (B) Minor repunching inside the lower loops od the 906. 
Rev. BO : Shield po ints well away from the denticles. Oilive leaf con
nected to the denticles . 

Attributed to: Edir Delgadillo 

Fairly minor repunching, bit on three digits. 
{63BN} 

S64 1906, 9061906 (s). 
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(1856) Judd-179 Flying Eagle Cent Pattern 1856 Judd-181 Flying Eagle Cent Pattern 1856 Judd-184 Flying Eagle Cent Pattern 
PR65 Red and Brown PCGS PR64 Red and Brown PCGS PR65 PCGS 

Tied forFinest ofJust Four Red and Brown Examples Tied forFinest ofJust Four Red and Brown Examples Tied forthe Finest Certified 

1856 Snow-3 Flying Eagle Cent
 
MS65 PCGS
 

Only Three Finer Circulation Strikes
 

1856 Snow-3 Flying Eagle Cent
 
PR65 PCGS
 

Only Six Finer at PCGS
 

1856 

1856 Snow-3 Flying Eagle Cent
 
PR66 PCGS
 

Just Two Finer atPCGS
 

1857 Snow-1 Flying Eagle Cent 
FS-401 a,Obverse of1856, MS66 PCGS 

Tied forthe Finest S-l at PCGS 

1857 Snow PR-1 Flying Eagle Cent
 
PR65 Cameo rccs
 

Only One Finer Cameo Proof
 

1858/7 FS-301 Flying Eagle Cent 
Snow-1 Overdate, MS64 PCGS 
Only Seven Finer PCGS Coins 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent
 
Small Letters, MS66 PCGS
 

Tied forthe Finest Certified atPCGS
 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, MS66 PCGS 
Snow-12 Large Letters 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, PR65 PCGS 
Small Letters, High Leaves, Snow PR-1 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, PR66 Cameo PCGS
 
Large Letters, Snow PR-1
 

Tied forthe Finest Cameo Proof ofany Date
 

Only Two Finer atPCGS JustTwo Finer PCGS Examples 
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Selections From 

The Bob R. Simpson Collection 

1792 Judd-2, Fusible Alloy Cent 
VF35 PCGS Secure, CAC 

1861 Original Confederate Cent 
MS64+ PCGS Secure, CAC 

1943 Bronze Cent
 
AU58 PCGS Secure CAC
 

1944-S Steel Cent
 
MS66 PCGS Secure, CAC
 

1792 JUdd-7, Half Disme 
MS62 PCGS Secure 

1942 White Metal Cent 
Tin / Antimony Alloy 
MS64 PCGS, CAC 

1944 Steel Cent
 
MS63 PCGS Secure, CAC
 

1853 With Arrows Dime 
PCGS PF65. CAC 

1792 Judd-9, Silver Disme 
Fine 15 NGC 

1942 White Metal Cent 
MS65 PCGS CAC 

1944-D Steel Cent
 
MS62 PCGS Secure CAC
 

1862 Seated Dollar,
 
MS65 PCGS Secure, CAC
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